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Suicide reporting can be dilemmatic, whereby the Irish in print newspapers have to make on 
the spot decisions as to whether they should publish a suicide news story that is in the 
public’s interest, even it might cause further upset to the families involved.  Thereby, suicide 
reporting can become a dilemmatic issue for the newspaper involved, who has to strike a 
balance between producing good quality suicide reports which comply with media guidelines 
or breaching the guidelines and produce poor quality suicide reporting, just to satisfy the 
public’s curiosity.  Therefore, this research aims to analyse suicide reporting in three Irish in 
print daily national newspapers, over two twelve month periods, 1999 and 2016, so as to 
analyse the quality, quantity of suicide reporting and to give a retrospective look at how 
suicide reporting has changed, over two twelve month periods, 1999 and 2016.  
This dissertation focuses on analysing suicide reporting in three Irish in print daily national 
newspapers –  Irish Independent; Irish Examiner and Herald, so as look at how suicide 
reporting on can stigmatise and/or sensationalise the issue of suicide in Ireland.  This 
dissertation has met the research aim through a Triangulation research method approach, 
which is a mix of quantitative and qualitative content analysis research methods.  This 
research has produced an analysis of the relevant literature pertaining to the analysis of 
suicide reporting, which discusses the use of media guidelines; news frames, news values and 
images in suicide reporting, in in three in print newspapers – Irish Independent; Irish 
Examiner and the Herald, over two twelve month periods, 1999 and 2016. 
This research reveals that whilst the coverage of suicide was high in 1999, it raised awareness 
of suicide in a negative way because the newspapers did not adhere to media guidelines, 
which could have an effect on imitative suicide behaviour in vulnerable people, who are 
susceptible to the way suicide is reported on in print newspapers. The main conclusions 
which can be drawn from this research is that the high amount of coverage given to suicide in 
1999 coincided with the high suicide rate in 1998 and this made suicide newsworthy.  
Moreover, it can be concluded that the quality of suicide reporting in 2016, in comparison to 
the corresponding reporting period in 1999, has significantly improved and can be attributed 
to all three daily national newspaper’s compliance to media guidelines on suicide reporting 
which are enforced by Headline, the Media Monitoring Programme.   This research argues 
for the continued compliance of the in print daily national newspapers to media guidelines on 
suicide reporting and to foster a more open and destigmatised attitude towards suicide in the 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 
The media can have a strong influence on people’s opinions on issues that are being reported 
on (Gould, 2002; Cullen, 2006; Perkins, Burgess, Francis, Blood, Jolley, 2006; Pavesi, Florino, 
1990) and the media uses news frames to present news stories in such a way that can shape 
people’s opinions on issues such as suicide, (De Vreese, 2005; Scheufedel, Tewksbury, 2007; 
Di Angelo, 2002). Moreover, the public rely on the media for their information on what is 
going on in their local area and the world, as suicide (M.A. Mughal, 2017). Therefore, it is the 
responsibility of the Irish in print newspapers, to treat the issue of suicide in a way that does 
not sensationalise suicide in Ireland.  Thereby, this research will focus on how suicide is 
reported on in three Irish in print daily national newspapers, during two 12 month periods, 
1999 and 2016, so as to determine how suicide reporting has changed by looking at the quality 
and quantity of coverage that is given to suicide. 
In the initial stages of the data collection process, it was decided that a three month period of suicide 
reporting would be studied and analysed.  However, this reporting period returned a very small 
number of suicide items from the Irish Newspapers Archive.  Therefore, it was decided to select a 
period of 12 months because this reporting period returned a larger number of suicide news items. 
The 12 month period in 1999 was selected because the year 1999 marks the end of the 1990s and the 
move into a new century and millennium, which represents Millennialism that signifies “An 
intoxicating certainty that civilisation as we know it is about to end,” (Irish Times, 1999) which could 
drive people to thoughts of suicide.  Therefore, it was assumed that there would be a lot of coverage 
given to suicide in 1999, so as to reflect the feelings of “Pre-millennial tension,” that the public might 
be having in response to the end of the old century,1990s and the eve of a new millennium, (Irish 
Times, 1999). Moreover, Ireland also had the highest level of suicides in 1998, 504 suicides (Emmet 
Oliver,1999), and therefore the year 1999 was selected because was assumed that the Irish national 
newspapers would give a high amount of coverage to suicide to coincide with the highest level of 
suicide rates in the 1990s e.g. 1998.   
Moreover, the 12 month period, 2016, was selected and analysed for the purpose of achieving the 
research aim: Analyse suicide reporting in three Irish in print daily national newspapers, because 
2016 represents the most recent reporting period,  
Moreover, the Irish Independent was selected to be analysed because it was one of Ireland’s most 
popular newspapers in 2016 and 1999.  The Irish Independent had a high readership of 97,104 in the 
first half of 2016  97,104, (Newsbrand Ireland, 2016) is Ireland’s most popular newspaper, (Irish 
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newspaper archive, 2017), and had a high readership of 165,650 in the first half of 1999, (Michael 
Foley, 1999). which illustrates the powerful influence that the Irish Independent’s coverage of suicide 
might have on people’s views on suicide in Ireland And, the Irish Independent was selected because 
it won the Headline award for responsible suicide reporting in 2016 and therefore it would be 
interesting to see how they report on suicide in 1999 and 2016 . 
In addition, the Herald was selected because it was the second most popular national newspaper in 
Ireland in 1999 and 2016, which had a readership/circulation of 110,000 in the first six months in 
1999, (Michael Foley, 1999) and 40,847 in the first six months in 2016, (Newsbrand Ireland, 2016). 
which has the potential to influence people’s views on suicide in Ireland.  Moreover, the Irish 
Examiner was selected because it was Ireland’s third most popular national newspaper in Ireland in 
1999 and 2016, which had readership figures 60,578 in 1999, (Michael Foley, 1999) and the third 
highest readership in 2016 e.g. 30,090, (Newsbrand Ireland, 2016).  Thereby, these readership figures 
illustrate how influential the three national newspapers are and whom could possibly have a big 
influence on people’s opinion of suicide.   
1.2 Research Focus   
This research will focus on analysing suicide reporting in three in print daily national newspapers, 
during two 12 month periods, 1999 and 2016, so as to determine how suicide reporting has changed 
between the period 1999, when Headline, the Media Monitoring Programme was not around to 
monitor suicide reporting and the period 2016, when Headline was around to monitor suicide 
reporting.  Moreover, given the fact that there are no current studies that focus solely on how suicide 
is represented in print Irish national newspapers, which compares and contrasts two corresponding 
periods of suicide reporting, 1999 and 2016, makes the subject of suicide reporting in the Irish print 
media an area worthy of study, which also addresses the existing gap in knowledge of this subject. 
1.3 Research Aim and Objectives 
Analyse suicide reporting in three Irish in print newspapers in 1999 and 2016 is the aim of this 
research.  A Triangulation research method, which is a mix of quantitative and qualitative research 
methods, will be used to achieve the research aim, objectives and will be used to quantify and qualify 
the amount of coverage given to suicide in the two periods.  The chapter titled Methodology contains 
the full details of the research and data collection methods, which were used as part of the data 
collection and analytical process, including the use of interviews with three in print daily national 
newspapers to further an understanding of suicide reporting in 1999 and 2016. 
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In order to achieve the research aim, the following research objectives were set: 
1. Quantify the amount of coverage given to suicide in three in print daily national 
newspapers, over two twelve month reporting periods, 1999 and 2016 
2. Evaluate the quality of suicide reporting, e.g. good and bad, against media guidelines 
on suicide reporting, in three in print daily national newspapers, over two twelve 
month reporting periods, 1999 and 2016. 
3. Identify the use of news frames and news values in three in print newspapers in 
suicide reporting. 
4. Evaluate the use of images used in suicide reporting 
 
Objective 1, 3 and are interlinked because they will focus on the quantity, quality of suicide 
reporting and how suicide is represented in the three in print newspapers. Objective 2 will focus 
on evaluate the quality of suicide reporting against three sets of media guidelines, Samaritan’s 
(1998), Samaritan’s, (2013) and the NUJ’s (2012)  in three in print national newspapers in 1999 
and 2016, so as to determine whether how suicide reporting has changed, The objectives are not 
to be seen as independent of each other but are linked to the research main research aim: analyse 
suicide reporting in three in print daily national newspapers, over two twelve month periods, 
1999 and 2016.   
This research gives a retrospective look at suicide reporting in 1999 and 2016 and as such attempts to 
fill the gap in existing knowledge on retrospective and comparative studies of suicide reporting in 
three Irish in print national newspapers in 1999 and 2016.  Moreover, this research aims to make a 
contribution to the existing knowledge on suicide reporting in Irish print media e.g. Dr John Cullen’s, 
(2006), analysis of suicide coverage in the Irish print media, 2002 to 2003.   
Chapter 1, Literature Review, will focus on reviewing the literature that addresses the use of the 
different research methods to be used in the analysis of suicide reporting in the Irish in print 
newspapers, e.g. Triangulation quantitative and qualitative content analysis methods.  Moreover, 
this chapter reviews the literature on suicide reporting effects; semiotic research methods; news 
framing and news values, so as to assess and justify the relevance of that the literature has made to 
this research on suicide reporting.   
Chapter 2, Methodology, explains the use of the triangulation research methods, which will be used 
to achieve the research aim: analyse suicide reporting in three in print daily national newspapers in 
1999 and 2016, which also gives a brief preview of the data findings results and analysis. 
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Chapter 3, Data Analysis Results and Discussion, analyses and discusses the data findings in more 
detail and depth and uses visual data e.g. tables and graphs, to represent the research data findings. 
Chapter 4, Conclusion and Recommendations, brings together all aspects that the research has 
covered by way of giving concluding views on the purpose of the research; it’s achievements; it’s 
limitations; challenges and so forth.  This concluding chapter will also include recommendations on 
the study of suicide reporting. 
The next chapter, Literature Review, discusses work of academics whose work is relevant to the 
analysis of suicide reporting in three in print newspapers, which will begin with a review of the 





















Chapter 2 - Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction 
The literature review will examine and evaluate the literature that is relevant to achieving the 
dissertation’s main aim – analyse suicide reporting and the in print daily national newspapers, 
which will include will reviewing literature on media guidelines on suicide reporting and the 
Werther Effect and the Copycat Effect; Suicide reporting and media guidelines; Impact of 
suicide reporting on vulnerable people; the benefits of using quantitative, qualitative and 
semiotic content analysis research methods and the use of news framing and news values in 
suicide reporting.  The study within this literature review focuses on objectives 1,2, 3 and 4 
below: 
1. Quantify the amount of coverage given to suicide in three in print daily national 
newspapers, over two twelve month reporting periods, 1999 and 2016.  
2. Evaluate the quality of suicide reporting against media guidelines on suicide 
reporting, in three in print daily national newspapers, over two twelve month 
reporting periods,1999 and 2016. 
3. Identify the news frames and news values used by three in print daily national 
newspapers in suicide reporting. 
4. Evaluate the use of images used in suicide reporting. 
By evaluating the above areas of literature, a significant contribution will be made to this 
research by way of creating a solid base of information on topics relevant to this research e.g. 
Werther Effect and so forth, onto which an informed and comprehensive study on suicide 
reporting can be conducted and to facilitate a critical understanding of how suicide is 
represented in the print daily national newspapers.    According to Stack, (2005), the media 
have a responsibility to vulnerable communities to report on suicide in a sensitive and 
discreet manner so as to avoid having an effect on suicidal behaviour, the copycat effect.  
Stack’s study on suicide reporting and the copycat effect concluded that there was a 
connection between an increase in suicide rates during the time the stories were published, 
Similarly, the National Union of Journalists, NUJ, (2012), state that it is the responsibility of 
journalists to adhere to the media guidelines on suicide reporting, so as to avoid having an 
effect on suicidal behaviour.  
It is hoped that by the end of this chapter, an informed understanding of the key topics that 
are relevant to this research on suicide reporting and three in print daily national newspapers 
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will have been achieved, that a clear focus and justification of the relevance of the inclusion 
of these topics under review will be justified.   The process of reviewing the Literature will 
begin with reviewing the work of academics who have studied suicide reporting and the 
copycat effect.      
2.2 Suicide Reporting and the Copycat and the Werther Effect   
In order to achieve the objective 1: Evaluate the quality of suicide reporting, e.g. good and 
bad, against media guidelines on suicide reporting, in three in print daily national 
newspapers, over two twelve month reporting periods, 1999 and 2016, one needs to review 
literature that addresses suicide reporting and its’ effect on suicidal behaviour e.g. the copycat 
effect.  
Stack’s, (2005) discusses studies on the effect of suicide reporting, which have showed that 
there is an increase in suicide rates during the time the suicide news stories were published. 
The number of studies includes the first study of the copycat effect and in print newspapers 
that analysed 34 published suicide news stories 1948-1967 which showed an 2.51 % increase 
following the publication of the news stories.  Stack, (2005) argues that the  
“Any copycat effect of the media on suicide is assumed to involve already suicidal 
individuals. Media impacts may push already vulnerable individuals “over the edge.” (Stack, 
p.123, 2005). 
Stack also says that suicide news stories published in print newspaper are more likely to have 
an effect on suicidal behaviour than televised suicide news reports, which last for twenty 
seconds and are quickly forgotten; whereas printed suicide news stories have a more lasting 
effect because they can be stored and reread. Thereby, the in print should exercise caution on 
how they report on suicide, so as to avoid having an effect on suicidal behaviour.  Moreover, 
Stack, (2005,) says that the in print media e.g. in print daily national newspapers should not 
rationalise the suicide event by giving reasons as to why the person took their own life e.g. 
job loss; martial trouble or depression and in so doing will lessen the impact of suicide stories 
on suicidal behaviour..  Moreover, Stack suggests that good quality suicide reporting should 
not discuss positive solutions to suicide such as counselling because it is a negative definition 
of suicide. However, it could be argued that to include positive solutions to suicide e.g. 
information on suicide support services such as counselling is a positive aspect part of 
responsible and good quality suicide reporting.  Nonetheless, Stack’s study highlights how in 
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print newspaper’s suicide reporting can lead to imitative suicidal behaviour, the copycat 
effect  
Moreover, in Stack’s, (2003) study of suicide reporting and the in print newspapers, Stack 
looks at the impact that media guidelines can have on the quality of suicide reporting in the 
Swiss in print newspapers and found that there was a substantial increase in responsible and 
good quality suicide reporting following the Swiss in print newspapers adherence to media 
guidelines on suicide reporting.  Suicide news stories with sensationalised headlines had 
decreased from 62 to 25%.   Stack (2005) argues that the increase in good quality suicide 
reporting in the Swiss media can be attributed to the fact that the Swiss adhered to the Swiss 
media’s guidelines, whereby the Swiss media also gave less coverage to suicide, which 
affects the lessens the effect on imitative suicidal behaviour, the Copycat effect.   However, 
Stack does not address whether it is possible that an increase in suicide reporting which 
includes adherence to the media guidelines can raise awareness of suicide in a positive way 
which might not increase copycat suicides.  
2.3 Suicide Reporting and Media Guidelines   
Professor Ella Arensman, (2014) carried out a study on the impact of media guidelines on 
suicide reporting.  Arensman found that there was a decrease in suicides after media 
guidelines were introduced and adhered to by the Austrian in print media. However, media 
guidelines could be seen as a form of media censorship and could deter journalists from using 
the guidelines in suicide reporting, (Machlin et al, 2012).  Thus, Arensman’s study fails to 
address that media guidelines on suicide reporting can restrict the way suicide is reported on 
in print media.  However, Arensman’s study does addresses the positive impact that the 
media guidelines and how they can  improve the quality of suicide reporting and in so doing 
limit the copycat effect that bad quality suicide reporting e.g. no adherence to media 
guidelines, can have on vulnerable people.    
The National Union of Journalists, NUJ. (2012) guidelines on suicide reporting addresses the 
in print newspaper’s responsibility to report accurately on suicide, which states that 
adherence to media guidelines can improve the quality of suicide reporting. These guidelines 
say that in print newspapers should be mindful of the language that they use in suicide news 
stories, e.g. they should not use the words “successful” or “failed” to describe the act of 
suicide if it did not result in death.” (NUJ, 2012).  Suicide terms such as “epidemic of 
suicide” should not be used because the words epidemic of suicide is alarmist and implies 
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that suicide is a disease that can spread. Moreover, the word suicide should not be in the 
stories headline because it sensationalises and glamorises the suicide, which makes the act of 
suicide attractive to vulnerable people.  Moreover, the suicide term “committed suicide,” 
should not be used in suicide reporting because these words imply that the person who has 
committed a crime, when in fact suicide was decimalised in Ireland since 1993, 
(Ancestry.com, 1993).  However, the guidelines does not explain what is meant by the 
suicide terms, “suicide prone,” “suicide tourist,” “just a cry for help,” and “suicide victim” 
and therefore by explaining these terms can lead the media to question the reason why they 
should adhere to these guidelines.   Nonetheless, the NUJ, (2012) guidelines are there to be 
adhered to so as to improve the quality of suicide reporting.  
 Moreover, the Samaritans guidelines are used to advise the in print newspapers on good 
quality suicide reporting, (1997), (2012) and say that the method of suicide should not be 
published e.g. describing the type and the number of pills taken because it might prompt 
vulnerable individuals to imitate suicidal behaviour. These guidelines say that the media 
should not use sensationalised terms in headlines and should avoid reporting on the contents 
of the suicide note, so as to reduce the risk of prompting initiative behaviour in vulnerable 
individuals.  Also, the Samaritan’s, (2013), say that the media should not “overemphasise 
expressions of community grief, doing so may suggest that people are honouring suicide 
behaviour rather than mourning the death.” However, O’Brien, Irish Times, (2017) says it is 
hard to put this guideline into practice because one wants to report on communities who are 
hard hit by grief and in so doing might overemphasise the grief of the community that was 
affected by a suicide.  Nonetheless, the Samaritan’s, (1997), (2012) guidelines provides a 
valuable insight into how media guidelines can be used to assess the quality of suicide 
reporting in print newspapers.  
Moreover, Michel et al, (2000) assessed the quality of suicide reporting in Swiss in print 
newspapers against media guidelines on suicide reporting and found that the effect of suicide 
reporting on vulnerable people had decreased and the quality of suicide reporting had 
improved, after the introduction of media guidelines.  They found that the quality of suicide 
reporting in the Swiss in print newspapers had improved because they were following 
guidelines and using less sensationalised or glorified headlines, text, pictures and as a result 
there a was decrease in the suicide rates: 
“The rate decreased from 20.7/100,000 in 1991 to 19.6/100,000 in1994.” 
                                                                                     (Michel et al, p.77, 2000) 
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Michel et a, (2000), also reiterates what the Samaritan’s, (1997), (2013) and the NUJ’s, 
(2012) guidelines say about not publishing the details of the method of suicide and to not give 
prominence to the suicide, so as to reduce initiative suicidal behaviour in vulnerable 
individuals and in so doing emphasises how it is important that in print newspapers adhere to 
guidelines on suicide reporting.      
Moreover, Cullen, (2003) analyses the in print media’s, e.g. daily national, local newspapers 
and magazines adherence to media guidelines, whilst he simultaneously states how it is 
important to assess the quality of suicide reporting against media guideline’s so as to improve 
the quality of suicide reporting.  Over two twelve month reporting periods June, 2002 and 
May 2003, Cullen assessed the quality of suicide reporting in the Irish print media against the 
Samaritan’s guidelines. He found that 281 news items included the suicide term commit 
suicide and thereby there was a heavy breach of the Samaritan’s 2000, guideline that advises 
the in print newspapers to not use the suicide term, commit suicide because it implies that the 
person has committed a crime,  
Madelyn Gould, (2001),examines the effect of suicide reporting in the in print newspapers on 
suicidal behaviour, the Werther Effect and how adherence to media guidelines can improve 
the quality and accuracy of suicide reporting, which can reduce the Werther Effect.  
According to Gould, (2001), a novel by Goethe that was published in 1774, triggered an 
increase in suicide after it was released in Europe, the Werther Effect. Research on the 
Werther Effect was advanced and found that there was a subsequent increase in suicide rate 
after the publication of suicide news stories in print newspapers.  Gould suggests that poor 
quality suicide reporting cam cause imitative behaviour, by giving suicide prominence and 
placing the news story on the front and by using large headlines to draw attention to suicide, 
albeit in a negative way.   Thereby, Gould highlights how it is important that the in print 
newspapers adhere to media guidelines, which will help to improve the quality of suicide 
reporting, whilst they simultaneously help to reduce the impact that poor quality suicide 
reporting can have on imitative suicidal behaviour, e.g. the Werther Effect and educate the 
public on the issue of suicide: 
 “in educating the public about suicide risks and shaping attitudes about suicide,”  
                                                                                     (Gould, 2001, p. 245) 
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Therefore, Gould suggests that in order to maintain the integrity, quality of suicide reporting 
and to reduce the impact of the Werther Effect of suicide reporting - adherence to the media 
guidelines is needed.   
2.4 Impact of suicide reporting on vulnerable people 
  Moreover, Vorcek, Benedict, (2010) says that media reporting of suicide has been 
repeatedly shown to affect vulnerable people who are susceptible to how suicide is reported 
on in the in print media which can trigger suicidal behaviour, whereby repetitive reporting of 
suicide was associated with an increase in suicide rates.  In a similar study on the effects of 
suicide reporting on suicidal behaviour, Pavesi, Florino, (1990), argues that newspaper 
suicide stories can have an effect on vulnerable people, who are predisposed to suicidal 
behaviour, which is called the Werther Effect.   
Pavesi et al, (1990) and Vorcek et al, (2010) studies on the effect of suicide reporting on give 
a detailed and comprehensive analysis of the effect of suicide reporting.  However, both 
studies do not define who are the vulnerable people that are affected by suicide reporting.  
Arguably, vulnerable people could include suicidal, depressed or young people. 
In addition, in a study on the effects of Australian media suicide reporting on suicidal 
behaviour, Perkins et al, 2006, examined the connection between suicide news reporting and 
increases in suicidal behaviour.  After they analysed and assessed 4,635 suicide news items 
which appeared in Australian newspapers and the broadcast media, against the Achieving the 
Balance (Mental Health and Special Programs Branch, 1999, guidelines, they found that: 
 
“39% of media items were followed by an increase in male suicides, and 31% by an increase 
in female suicides.” (Perkins et al, 2006, p. 2,874). 
 
Perkins et al, (2006) effectively restates the effect that suicide reporting can have on suicidal 
behaviour and therefore highlights how the in print newspapers should be mindful on the 
impact that poor quality suicide reporting can have on vulnerable people.  
  
2.5 Benefits of Qualitative and Quantitative Content Analysis 
Cullen, (2006), used a qualitative and quantitative content analysis research method to 
analyse suicide reporting in the Irish print media, 2002-2003.  Cullen examined the content of 
suicide news articles and looked at the type suicide terms that were used in suicide reporting 
in 513 Irish in print newspapers. Cullen, (2006) found that 18% of the Irish national 
newspapers ignored the media guidelines to responsible journalism and in so doing addresses 
the Irish in print newspaper industry’s lack of adherence to media guidelines. Moreover, 
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Cullen used a quantitative content analysis research method to quantify the number of suicide 
news articles found in 2002-2003. As part of this research method, Cullen, (2006) placed all 
data findings into a database software application, Access and categorised each news items 
that was found by placing them under different headings, e.g. the monthly frequency of news 
stories, name of newspaper and so forth. Thus, this research approach will allow one to 
quantify the amount of coverage that three Irish in print daily national newspapers newspaper 
gave to suicide in any given period of suicide reporting. 
Machlin et al, (2012), conducted a quantitative content analysis study on suicide reporting in 
the Australian print media and assessed the quality of suicide reporting against media 
guidelines on suicide reporting.  Machlin et al,(2012) says that media guidelines are there to 
encourage the media to use them when they are reporting on suicide, so as to avoid initiative 
suicidal behaviour.  This study focuses solely on the Australian print media’s adherence to 
media guidelines on suicide reporting and does not address the assessment of suicide 
reporting in the Irish print media against media guideline’s.  Nonetheless, Machlin et al’s 
study addresses how it is the print media’s responsibility to adhere to media guidelines, so as 
to create accurate and good quality suicide news stories.  And, this study also provides 
general information on how to assess the quality of suicide reporting against media 
guidelines.  Machlin et al, (2012) suggests that in order to assess the quality of suicide 
reporting against media guidelines, one needs to interpret the guidelines, so as to determine 
their meanings and to find out why some in print newspapers might be deterred from using 
them because the guidelines are not that easy to interpret, which in turn might deter the Irish 
in print newspapers from adhering to them.     
Moreover, Kris Krippendorf, (2004), says that content analysis is a useful research method, 
which can be used by media researchers to carry out a systematic reading and analysis of a 
body of texts i.e. newspapers suicide stories/articles.  A content analysis approach to studying 
newspaper content can help the media researcher understand the way suicide is reported on 
by the media by looking at the use of suicide terms and tone of language being used in news 
reports.   
 Moreover, when a media researcher is conducting a study of suicide reporting in the print 
media, they can use a mix of qualitative and quantitative content analysis research methods.  
According to C. Reyes et al (2012) a qualitative content analysis allows one to explore and 
interpret narrative data i.e. newspaper suicide stories, which can help the researcher to 
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understand the way suicide is reported by way of analysing the tone of language used.. In 
addition, C. Reyes et al, (2012), says that a quantitative research method is used to categorize 
the number of suicide articles which are found; the number of sources found e.g. national 
newspapers and so forth, which allows one to form a picture of the amount of coverage that 
the newspaper has given to suicide. 
Based on the academic studies on the benefits of a qualitative and quantitative content 
analysis by C. Reyes et al, (2012) and Gould, (2002), it can be concluded that qualitative and 
quantitative content analysis research methods can be used to study and analyse the quality of 
suicide reporting in the Irish in print newspapers.  
 2.6 News Framing 
In order to achieve objective 3: Identify the use of news frames and news values in suicide 
reporting, the literature will discuss the use of news frames and news values in news 
reporting.   
Di Angelo, (2002), says that news frames shape the reader’s understanding of issues that 
might affect them e.g. an anti-abortion rally or nuclear power, which suggests that news 
frames can affect how people view the impact that suicide can have on people’s lives.  And, 
this is done through repetitive and persistent patterns of cognition, interpretative and 
presentation of important issues, whereby the media select and place emphasis on or exclude 
certain aspects of the issue through the use of news frame, which can affect how the reader 
feels and thinks about suicide.  Moreover, by placing emphasis on a specific aspect of the 
suicide story e.g. the method of suicide; the type of person who has taken their own life e.g.  
a celebrity or an ordinary person or the location of the suicide, the media has made the story 
more memorable and meaningful to the reader. And, in so doing the reader empathises with 
the person in the story and will subsequently draw upon the memory of the suicide news story 
that the news frame has created, when they come across suicide reporting in other 
newspapers.  And in turn this can shape their opinion on suicide.  Di Angelo, (2002) study of 
news framing, has shaped one’s knowledge and understanding of how news frames are used 
to present the issue of suicide and addressed the importance of using news frames as part of a 
qualitative and quantitative content analysis of suicide reporting in the Irish print media. 
  Moreover, De Vreese’s, (2005), study of news frames discusses the different types of news 
frames that are used in news reporting and provides information as to how one can identify 
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the different types of news frames used in suicide reporting in print daily national newspapers 
and in so doing gives one:  
“Guidance to the investigation of media content and the relationship between the media and 
public opinion” (De Vreese, 2005, p. 51)  
De Vreese, (2005) suggests that the in print media use news frames to present and define an 
issue such as suicide to the reader through the use of Frame Setting.  This aspect of news 
framing is used by the in print media in news reports, whereby the reader interacts with the 
media based on the reader’s prior knowledge of the topic being covered.  Therefore, the 
combination of the way the news story is framed and the reader’s interpretation of the stories 
content i.e. the reader’s frame, can affect how they feel and think about the topic e.g. suicide.  
De Vreese’s study of news framing provides information which can be used to aid one’s 
understanding of how suicide news stories are framed, which can be used to identify the use 
of news frames in suicide reporting, such as the Human Impact news frame.  Mass 
Communications theory, (1999), suggests the in print newspapers use news frames to present 
news events to the reader by emphasising certain aspect of the story.  They might use the 
Human Impact news frame to empathise the grief of a family who have lost someone to 
suicide, by using extracts from the suicide note and/or images of the grieving families, so as 
convey the impact that suicide has on people whose lives have been affected by suicide.    
https://masscommtheory.com/theory-overviews/framing-theory/ 
Dietram A. Scheufele1 & David Tewksbury, (2007), say that the way a news story is framed 
influences how people understand the issues being raised in the news story, which in turn can 
affect their attitude towards the issue being reported on.  Emphasising certain aspects of a 
news story affects how people think about the issue being reported on.  By placing an 
emphasis on the violent aspect of the method of suicide used e.g. hanging, frames the suicide 
event in such as way the reader will think that anyone who attempted suicide is dangerous   
Scheufedel, Tewksbury, (2007) study of news framing does not discuss how suicide news 
stories are framed however, the study suggests that news framing theory can be used to 
evaluate the use of news frames in suicide reporting.  
Tiegreen and Newman, (2008), study of news frames discusses the use of news frame in 
news reporting and how the media decide on what facts or aspects of the news story they 
want to emphasise and make salient in the readers mind and in so doing makes the news 
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event memorable in the readers mind.  Tiegreen and Newman, (2008), argues that news 
frames can be classified as Thematic that:  
“Focus on the big picture, for instance, by providing statistics, expert analysis or other information 
to help the public view the event in a broader context”. (Tiegreen, Newman, 2008) 
Thus, suggesting that the Thematic news frame can be used to frame the suicide by providing 
suicide statistics, so as so as to help the reader to view suicide in a mental health context.  
Tiegreen and Newman comprehensive study of news frames provides one with news frame type 
with which to identity thematic news frames in suicide reporting 
2.7 News Values 
In addition, to identifying the use of news frames in suicide reporting, this literature review 
will also address how news values are used in news reporting.  It is important to address how 
the number of news values that news story has, can make it news worthy or not.   According 
to Harcup and O’Neill, (2009), news values play an important role in the news selection 
process and if a news story has one or more of the twelve news values, then that news story is 
selected and published.  According to Harcup, O,Neill, (2009) the twelve news values were 
devised by Galtung and Ruge.  The more likely the event or issue satisfies this news selection 
criteria, the more likely it will be selected as news, (Judy Mc Gregor, 2010).  The news 
selection criteria is made up of 12 news values, some of which includes: Negativity; 
Threshold; Composition; Personalisation; Meaningfulness; Reference to Elite person; and 
reference to Elite Nations. Threshold, the more graphic or dramatic the suicide is i.e. the 
person drowned or they hung themselves, the greater the impact the news story will have on 
the reader the greater the chances that the story will be selected and published as news. 
The other news values that are an important part of the news selection criteria is 
Meaningfulness.  The closer the event is to where the reader lives, geographical proximity, 
the more likely that the event will be selected and covered by the media, (Allern, 2011).  For 
example, if a cluster of suicides occurred in the Dublin area, the chances are that the Irish 
national newspapers will select the event as news. And, if an event refers to something 
negative i.e. someone killing themselves, the more likely that it will be selected as news 
(Harcup, O’Neill, 2001; Monika Bednarck, Helen Caple, 2012). The literature on news 
values, Allern, 2011; Hacrup, ONeill, 2001; Bednarck, Caple, 2012 and Mc Gregor, 2010, 
can help one to identify the use of news values in suicide news reporting and see what makes 
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a news story news worthy and this knowledge can be used to identify the use of news values 
in suicide reporting.        
2.8 Benefits of semiotic analysis  
Reviewing the literature relevant to the dissertation’s fourth objective, “Evaluate the use of 
imagery used in suicide reporting,” can help one to examine the use of images in suicide 
reporting by three in print newspapers.  According to NUJ, (2012), the in print newspapers’ 
use of imagery in suicide reporting can encourage vulnerable people to imitate the act of 
suicide.  By publishing and placing images of the location of the suicide or images of the 
grieving friends, family, on the front page of the newspaper can prompt vulnerable people to 
imitate the act of suicide that is being reported. This guideline addresses the purpose of 
conducting a semiotic analysis of the images used in suicide reporting, in three in print 
newspapers.  
According to Paul Carter, (2000), the print media use photographs to communicate the 
meanings of the news event being covered by in print newspapers, such as suicide.  Carter 
doesn’t examine the semiotics of imagery used in suicide news reports.  However, his 
semiotic analysis of the front page of 3 British newspapers provides guidance as to how one 
can apply a semiotic approach to analysing the use of photographs in suicide stories, which 
can help one to understand the way imagery can add to a suicide news story by increasing an 
awareness of the impact that suicide can have people who have been bereaved by suicide.  
Carter, (2000) suggests that the attached imagery could be used to evoke an emotional 
response e.g. sadness; fear; empathy in the reader.  Thereby the use of imagery creates an 
emotional connection and making the reader aware of the impact of suicide on people’s lives.  
Carter highlights how the size and/or the positioning of the image on the front page of a 
newspaper; signifies the importance of the news report and the image itself, (Carter, 2000)  
Carter’s (2000) study on the use of imagery in the British in print provides with information 
as to how a semiotic approach can be used to analyse the use of imagery in suicide reporting 
in the in print newspapers and to determine whether an image add or detract from the suicide 
that is being reported on.   
Moreover, according to Bignell, (2002) and Crhfoto, (2017), semiotics can used to determine 
the messages of the images used in suicide stories because images can convey messages 
about the emotional impact has on the people who have been bereaved by suicide.  Also, 
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Bahransai and Madani, (2003) say that a semiotic research approach is a useful qualitative 
research method because it can help one to gain a deeper understanding of the underlying or 
implicit messages that are found in the suicide stories.  
Also, C. Reyee et al, (2012), addressed the importance of using a semiotic approach to 
analyse the use of imagery in five news stories, in the Philippine in print newspapers. By 
analysing the photographs and examining the camera angle, the use of a close up shot and so 
forth, can help one to determine whether the photograph is being used to invite the reader to 
sympathise with the person being photographed, subjective and if the person is looking away 
from the camera, then it can be concluded that the photograph has an objective meaning to it. 
 It can be concluded that based on the studies on the use of imagery in news reporting, (C. 
Reyee et al, 2012;  Crhfoto, 2017; Bahransai, Madani, 2003 and Bignell, 2005, semiotics has 
an important role to play in analysing the use of images in suicide reporting in the Irish in 
print newspaper because it can help one to verify or dispute any research questions that one 
may have about the use of photographs in a suicide story i.e. Are photographs being used to 
evoke a desired response i.e. fear, sadness and so forth, thereby the use of images connects 
the reader to the suicide news story.  
 2.9 Benefits of a qualitative interview technique 
DISM, Duke Initiative on Survey Methodology, (2010), study on the benefits of using 
interviews as a qualitative research method , addresses how interviews can be used to further 
one’s understanding of suicide reporting in the in print newspapers.  DISM, (2010), says that 
interviews can be used to collect in depth information on how people feel about a particular 
subject e.g. suicide and suicide reporting.  Thus, by conducting interviews with in print daily 
national newspapers, the interviews can provide one in-depth and informative data on how 
media professionals e.g. journalists, present suicide stories to their readers..  One can draw 
upon the journalist’s experience and knowledge to further one’s own understanding of the 
way suicide is framed and the dilemmas journalist face when they are reporting on suicide, 
e.g. should they report on a suicide, even it means they might be intruding on or adding to the 
family’s grief?  DSIM’s, (2010) say that planning is an important stage in the interview 
process.  By forming an interview plan and strategy which includes using open ended and 
targeted questions, gives the interview focus and allows the interviewer to get the information 





The study of suicide reporting literature has revealed that suicide reporting is a sensitive issue 
and therefore reporting on suicide should be done in a discreet and sensitive manner. The 
literature suggests that news framing theories and news values can be applied to all types of 
news reporting, including suicide reporting.  The literature also highlighted the need to 
interpret media guidelines on suicide reporting e.g. NUJ, (2012) and Samaritan’s, (2017),  
(Machlin et al, 2012,) when one is assessing the quality of suicide report against these 
guidelines. Moreover, the literature review also revealed  the benefits of using a triangulation 
research method approach e.g. quantitative, qualitative and semiotic, to study and analyse 
suicide reporting and how adherence to media guidelines can produce good quality suicide 
reports, which in turn can reduce the effect that bad quality suicide reporting has on suicidal 
behaviour.  The literature on qualitative interviews will allow one to arrive at a deeper 
understanding of suicide reporting in the in print newspapers by providing advise on how to 
conduct interviews with three in print newspaper journalists. The next stage of this research 
will give details on the research methods used to collect empirical data, which includes 
details on the research strategy to be used; data collection and data analysis techniques and 















Chapter 3 -  Methodology 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter discusses and justifies the research strategy (analysis of suicide news stories, and 
interviews with three in print newspaper journalists) and Data Collection techniques.  Details 
on sample and analysis of qualitative and quantitative data will be provided.  In addition, the 
limitations of the research methods are discussed in terms of validity and reliably. The 
purpose of collecting my own data is help one to one understand how suicide is reported on 
in three in print daily national newspapers. 
3.2 Research Strategy 
The overall research strategy includes collecting suicide news items from three in print daily 
national newspapers and to conduct interviews with journalists from the three in print 
newspaper. This research strategy has been chosen because collecting suicide news items will 
allow one to study and analyse suicide reporting in the three in print newspaper. Moreover, 
this research will examine three Irish newspaper’s coverage on suicide, over two twelve 
month periods; 1st of January to 31st of December, 1999 and the 1st of January to the 31st of 
December, 2016.  The first period of suicide reporting, 1999, was selected because suicide 
was very newsworthy in 1999 and there was high suicide rate in 1998 and therefore a lot of 
coverage given to suicide in 1999 to coincide with the high suicide rate in 1998. The second 
suicide reporting period was selected because one wanted to compare suicide reporting 
during the most recent reporting period, 2016 with a period if suicide reporting in the 1999, 
so as to get a retrospective perspective look at suicide reporting in Irish in print newspapers, 
1999 and 2016.  
 The purpose of this research is to achieve the following research objectives: 
1. Quantify the amount of coverage given to suicide in three in print daily national 
newspapers, over two twelve month reporting periods, 1999 and 2016.  
2. Evaluate the quality of suicide reporting, e.g. good and bad, against media 
guidelines on suicide reporting, in three in print daily national newspapers, over 
two twelve month reporting periods, 1999 and 2016. 
3. Identify the use of news frames and news values in three in print newspapers in 
suicide reporting. 




Moreover, 3 Irish in print daily national newspapers - Irish Independent; Irish Examiner and the 
Herald., represent a selection of the Irish print media industry were selected for this research on 
suicide reporting, so as to determine how suicide was reported on during two twelve month 
reporting periods, 1999 and 2016. 
 
3.3 Data Collection: sample selection and data collection techniques  
Three Irish in print daily national newspapers were accessed through the Irish newspaper archive, 
an online print newspaper database, where past editions of print editions of Irish newspapers are 
available and easily accessible.  The Irish Independent was Ireland’s most popular newspaper in 
2016, which had Irelands’ highest readership of 97,104 in the first half 2016, thereby making it 
Ireland’s most influential newspaper, (News Brand Ireland,2016) The Irish independent has been 
Ireland’s most popular newspaper for the last 100 years, (Irish Newspaper Archive,2017). Also, in 
1999, the Irish Independent had the highest readership in Ireland, 165,650  in the first six months of 
that yea, (Michael Foley, 1999). Moreover, the Irish Independent was selected because it won the 
Headline award for responsible reporting on issues related to mental health and suicide in 2016, 
(Headline, 2016).  Therefore, the Irish independent was selected because of its’ ability to influence 
their reader’s understanding of suicide and it would be interesting to see how suicide is reported 
during the period when they won the Headline award for responsible and accurate suicide reporting.  
Moreover, the Herald was selected because, the Herald had the second highest readership, 40,847 in 
2016,, (News Brand Ireland, 2016), thereby making it Ireland’s most popular tabloid newspaper in 
2016, followed by the Irish Examiner which had Ireland’s 3rd highest readership, 30,090, (News 
Brand Ireland,2016).  Both the Irish Examiner and the Herald are the second and third most popular 
daily national newspapers whose popularity can influence people’s opinion on important issues 
such as suicide and therefore it would be interesting to see how these newspapers report on suicide 
Moreover, at the beginning of the research and data collection process, it was decided that the initial 
12 month period, 2002, would be one of the periods of suicide coverage to be studies and analysed.  
However, as the research and data collection process got underway, it was discovered that the Irish 
newspaper archive did not have copies of the 2000; 2001; 2002; 2003;2004 editions of the 
Herald/Evening Herald.  Thereby, it was decided that the 12 month period of suicide reporting in 
1999 in the Herald newspaper was selected as part of this project on suicide reporting in the Irish 
print media.   
As part of the data collection process, the search term suicide was selected at the start of news item, 
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in the by-line, headline and main body section of the news item.  A list of search terms included: 
committed suicide; suicide victim; suicide bid; successful/unsuccessful suicide; epidemic of 
suicide” and “just a cry for help.”  were also used to find suicide news stories. However, by using 
the search term “suicide” on its own, all the other suicide related words e.g. committed, bid, 
successful/unsuccessful, victim, automatically appeared next to the search term suicide in the 
suicide news story.    
3.4 Data Collection -  Interviews 
Moreover, in an attempt to achieve the research objectives 1-4, a set of interviews were conducted 
with members of the three Irish in print national newspapers, e.g. Irish Independent; Irish Examiner 
and Irish Times and a member of Headline staff e.g. Claire Sheridan, news researcher.  Prior to all 
the interviews, the interviewees were sent an information sheet which explained the purpose of the 
interview and a Consent form which was signed and sent back to this researcher.  All interviewees 
were asked 10 questions in each interview, which lasted approximately 20-30 minutes. Each 
interview, except the interview with the Irish Examiner which was conducted via email, were 
recorded and transcribed. Full interview transcript is included in the Appendices 6. 
 
3.5 Data Analysis 
A qualitative and quantities research approach will be used to analyse data findings e.g. suicide 
news stories, so as to evaluate, compare and contrast the quality and coverage of suicide reporting 
in three in print daily national newspapers against Samaritan’s, (1997), Samaritan’s, (2017) and 
NUJ, (2012), guidelines on suicide reporting. Analysis of data findings will involve a four stage 
analytical process: Collect data; Describe Data; Categorise Data and Perform Analysis, so as to 
interpret what was found.  In the fourth stage of the analytical process data findings will be 
compared and contrasted against Literature Review findings and interview data findings.     
In total, the data collection process produced 266 news items for the 12 month period of suicide 
reporting in 1999 and for the 12 month period of suicide reporting in 2016, excluding letters to 





Table 1: Number of news items returned from the Irish Newspaper Archives 
   1999    2016 
Irish Impendent     44     28 
Irish Examiner     37     33 
 Herald     23     10 
 Total   198     78 
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Only news items about suicide i.e. suicide news stories, were selected for analysis from the data 
collection process.  Letters to the editor and opinion pieces were excluded from the analysis 
because they refer to opinions on suicide and are not news stories or reports.  
 The first research objective “Quantify the amount of coverage given to suicide reporting in three 
Irish in print newspapers, over two twelve month reporting period, 1999 and 2016? was achieved by 
applying an quantitative approach to the data found, whereby one systemically counted the number 
of suicide news stories that were found.  The table of data findings results show that 69% coverage 
was given to suicide in all Irish in print newspapers in 1999.  In comparison to 2016, where there 
was less coverage given to suicide, 31% suicide coverage. The reasons behind this difference in 
suicide reporting coverage between the two periods, will be discussed and analysed in the Data 
Analysis Results and Discussion chapter.  The first research objective “Evaluate the quality of 
suicide reporting, e.g. good and bad, against media guidelines on suicide reporting, in three in print 
daily national newspapers, over two twelve month reporting periods, 1999 and 2016 was answered 
by using a Triangulation research approach, which is a mix of qualitative and quantitative content 
analysis research methods, (Cullen.,2006), to assess the quality of each suicide news article against 
media guidelines on suicide reporting. by way of doing a systematic reading and analysis of each 
suicide newspaper story.    
 
Moreover, the 3rd research objective, “Identify the use of news frames and news values in three in 
print newspapers in suicide reporting.” was answered by analysing each suicide news story’s 
headline and body of content, so as to identify the type of news frame being used.  According to 
Claes H. de Vreese, (2005), what the media chooses to emphasise in a news story e.g. the effect of 
suicide on people’s lives or suicide statistics and the reader’s own frame of reference, can affect 
how the reader feels and thinks about what is being reported on.  Moreover, the use of news frames 
determines the structure of the news story i.e. where the news story is placed in the newspaper e.g. 
the front or inside page; the paragraph size; and page layout i.e. headline, column size and so forth 
(De Vreese, 2005).  Thereby, an informed understanding of the use of news frames in the in print 
newspaper has allowed one to identify the type of news frames used by the Irish in print newspapers 
to frame suicide news stories in 1999 and 2016.  
 
  Moreover, two types of news frames were identified in all three newspapers in 1999 and 2016 -  
the Thematic and the Human Impact frame.  The use of the Human Impact news frames was 
represented by the journalist’s reference to the impact of the suicide on the family and friends of the 
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person who took their own life, by mentioning how the suicide has affected them.  For example, the 
news story titled “Shaken communities unite for vigil amid spate of suicides”, (Irish Examiner, 
November, 2016), the journalist mentioned how communities came together for a vigil to remember 
those who took their own lives.   
Moreover, ANZCA08 Rowe and Place, (2008), say that the type of news frame can be identified by 
looking at the news story’s headline and the main body of text.  Thereby, by analysing the suicide 
news story’s headline can help to identify the type of news frame used in suicide reporting.  The 
Thematic news frame was identified in the following headline “Statistics blur suffering behind 
suicide graph,” (Irish Examiner, December, 1999), was used to emphasise suicide statistics, so as to 
encourage the public to view the issue of suicide in a broader context e.g. the impact that the rise in 
suicide rates can have on an average size town. 
Moreover, according to ANZCA08 Rowe and Place, (2008), newspapers play a key role in framing 
news about mental health and suicide.  Thereby, this project’s analysis on the use of news framing 
in suicide news stories has helped one to identity the importance of news framing in suicide 
reporting in the Irish print media.  






Thematic           29     33     10  
Human Impact           24     18       31     
Total           53      51      41    
Table 2: Number of frames identified in each newspaper over two 12 month reporting 
periods 
From the data found on news frames, as presented in the above table, it can be concluded that most of 
the suicide news stories used a combination of two news frames e.g. Thematic and Human Impact 
frames.  In the proceeding chapter on data analysis results and discussion will present more findings on 
the use of news frames in suicide in the Irish print media will analysed and discussed. 
The 3rd research objective, “Identify the use of news frames and news values in three in print 
newspapers in suicide reporting. was achieved by analysing each suicide news story’s headline and 
main body of content.  ANZACA (2008), say that news frames can be identified by looking at the 
news stories headlines, which suggests that news values can also be identified by looking the suicide 
news story’s headline and then the main body of text.  Thereby, by looking at the suicide news story’s 
headline in the collection of suicide stories found for this project on suicide reporting in the Irish print 
media can identify the use of the use of news values in the Irish print media suicide news stories.    
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Moreover, Galtung and Ruge created a news story criteria that consisted of 12 news values which were 
used to identify the type of news values in suicide news stories, (Harcup, O’Neill, 2008)   It was found 
that if the suicide news story had one or more of the prescribed news values, the more likely that the 
news story would be published.  
 
Table 3.  Number of news values found in 1999 
As part of the quantitative and qualitative content analysis on suicide reporting in the Irish print 
media, each news item was read and analysed and seven of the twelve news values were identified 
in most of the suicide news stories.  The above table of data results on the use of news values in 
the one of the two twelve month periods 1999, 2016, illustrates that all newspapers used the same 
news values. The table of date also shows that Negativity, Unambiguity and Composition were the 
dominant news values used in suicide reporting in the in print newspapers in 1999.  All of the 
news value data findings will be discussed in more detail in the proceeding chapter, Data Analysis 
Results and Discussion. 
 
The 4th research objective, “Assess the use of imagery in suicide reporting”, was achieved by applying a 
semiotic analysis research method to the analysis of imagery found in suicide news stories.  Bignell, 
(2002) and Crhfoto, (2017),  says that images communicate messages and therefore, by applying a 
semiotic research method approach to the analysis of the images that were found in the Irish in print 
newspaper’s suicide news stories, one could identify and determine the messages that the images 
convey. (Bahransai, Madani, 2003).  Therefore, a semiotic approach was used to analyse the images that 
accompanied the suicide stories in the 3 newspaper’s coverage of suicide in 1999 and 2016.  
News Values - 1999 Irish Independent Irish Examiner Evening Herald 
Negativity          45           37             23 
Unambiguity           45            37              23 
Composition          45            37              23 
Threshold           11            24               13  
Personalisation            12             2                11 
Meaningfulness             6               0                 0 
Unexpectedness             0                0               0 
Reference to Elite 
Persons 
             0              0             0 
Reference to Elite 
Nations 
            3               1             1 
Consonance              0                0                0 
Frequency               0                0                0 
    
Total            167            138               94 
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3.6 Limitations and potential problems 
There are limitations to this research.  This research does not represent the entire but a small section of 
in print media.  And therefore, assessing the quality of all in print media might not be in the scope of a 
MA dissertation.  There is the question of the reliability of using interviews for the purpose of collecting 
empirical data on suicide reporting.  There is the issue of bias, whereby interviewees might be inclined 
to give answers that they think they interviewer wants to hear.  To mitigate bias, interviewer does not 
have any affiliation with the interviewees.   Secondly, interviews with journalists from popular in print 
daily national newspaper increases the reliability and credibility of the empirical data collected from the 
interviews.   
 
Initially, 4 Irish national newspapers were selected to be analysed e.g. Irish independent; Irish Times; 
the Daily Mirror and the Irish Sun.  However, access to the Irish Times newspaper archives proved to be 
problematic because the PDF formats of the Irish times newspapers were unreadable because the text 
was scrambled and the Irish newspaper archives does have copies of the 1999 and 2016 editions of the 
Irish sun and the Daily Mirror.   I overcame this problem by selecting the Irish Independent; Irish 




















Chapter 4 – Data Analysis Results and Discussion 
                                            
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter reveals the data findings results from the analysis of suicide reporting in three Irish in 
print daily national newspapers - Irish Independent; Irish Examiner and the Herald, during two 
twelve month periods, 1999 and 2016.  Data findings results from interviews that were conducted 
with journalists from the three newspapers will be revealed.  In the first instance, data findings 
results on suicide reporting will reveal the amount of coverage that suicide was given in the three in 
print newspapers, in 1999 and 2016. Secondly, data results analysis will include an assessment of 
the quality of suicide reporting against Samaritan’s, (1997), and Samaritan’s, (2013) NUJ, (2012) 
media guidelines on suicide reporting.  Thirdly and fourthly, data findings results assessment will 
also include identifying the use of news frames and news values in suicide reporting and examining 
the use of imagery in suicide reporting.    
The Triangulation research method, which is a mix of a quantitative and qualitative content analysis 
methods, was used to quantify and qualify the coverage given to suicide reporting during the two 
twelve month periods.  In total, 164 items were found.  After letters to editors and opinion pieces 
were deducted from the total, the total of suicide news items, which were found came to 150: 57 
were found in the Irish Independent, 44 in 1999, 13 in 2016; 60 news items in the Irish Examiner, 
37 in 1999, 23 in 2016 and 33 news items in the Herald, 23 in 1999 and 10 in 2016.   
4.2 Objective 1: Quantify how much coverage is given to suicide in three Irish in print 
newspapers, over two twelve month periods, 1999 and 2016 
A quantitative research approach was used to analyse suicide reporting coverage data findings 
and data tables and graphs are used to represent suicide coverage in all 3 Irish newspapers, which 
has allowed one to quantify the amount of coverage that each newspaper gave to suicide in two 
twelve month reporting periods, 1999 and 2016, which reflects the research method that Cullen, 
(2006), used in his study on suicide coverage in the print media in 2002 and 2003 
Figure 1 below illustrates that more coverage was given to suicide in all 3 Irish newspapers, 
during the reporting period, 1999, 69%, in comparison to the reporting period 2016, which 
shows that there was a decrease in suicide coverage,31%.  The Irish Independent published 44 
suicide news stories which accounted for most of the suicide coverage in 1999, 29%, followed 
by the Irish Examiner, whose suicide coverage came to 25%,37 suicide news stories, followed by 
the Evening Herald, who published 23 suicide news stories, which accounted for 15% of 
coverage given to suicide in 1999.  Moreover, the least amount of coverage given to suicide was 
in 2016, 46 news stories accounted for 31% suicide coverage.  The Irish Examiner gave the most 
coverage, 23 news stories, 50%, followed by the Irish Independent, 13 news stories, 28% and the 
Herald, 10 news stories, 22% coverage.  The suicide coverage is broken down into twelve month 
periods and is represented in the two tables and graphs of data below so to show how much 
coverage was given to suicide, month by month: 








January 6 3 3 
February 3 5 2 
March 5 2 0 
April 6 1 4 
May 2 7 2 
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June 2 3 0 
July 2 0 3 
August 3 1 1 
September 2 3 3 
October 5 4 2 
November 4 4 2 
December 4 4 3 
Total    



























Suicide Coverage - 1999 and 2016












Table 5.  Amount of coverage over twelve month period 2016 
Analysing data findings involves reading and rereading data findings, Hsieh, (2003) and has 
allowed one to conclude that the high amount of coverage given to suicide in all 3 Irish 
newspapers in the period, 1999, can be attributed to suicide being newsworthy because the 
previous year’s suicide rate was high in 1998, 504 suicides, (Oliver, 1999) 
In addition, it can be assumed that the low amount of coverage given to suicide during the 
reporting period in 2016, 35%, can be attributed to the possibility that the news worthiness of 
suicide had dwindled or as Irish Independent journalist, Conor Feehan said: “If the 
newsworthiness of particular suicide acts has dropped off then coverage of suicide would be 
low.”  
Moreover, there was less coverage given to suicide in 2016 because of an increased sensitivity 
towards suicide in all three newspapers, which could be attributed to the influence of Headline, 
the Media Monitoring Programme. Similarly, O’Brien, former social affairs journalist, Irish 
Times said that: 
“Broadly speaking we, the Irish Times tend not to report on suicide for a number of reasons, 
such as sensitivity, cultural, the fact that it is a personal tragedy and you don’t want to intrude on 
the grief of the individual and community.” 
 There was a low amount of coverage given to suicide in 2016 because there were less suicides 
in 2015 and therefore, suicide was less newsworthy. Feehan, Irish Independent, suggests that the 
Irish Independent did not give much coverage to suicide in 2016 because suicide rates were low 
in 2015 and this reduced the newsworthiness of suicide.  
The following selection of suicide news stories were selected, so as to represent the high amount 
of coverage given to suicide during the period, 1999, 104 news articles. 69% suicide coverage.  
Of the three newspapers, the Irish Independent, gave the most coverage to suicide in the 
reporting period, 1999, 29%, 44 news articles. In suicide news story, titled “Health Agencies 
uniting in a push to tackle suicide toll,” Noel Smith, (Irish Independent, Noel Smith, 26.2.1999), 
the Irish Independent reported on the Mid-Western Health Board’s proposal to tackle the 
problem of suicide by way of compiling a survey on attempted suicides and previous studies in 
Ireland which showed that there was a “marked difference” between males and females who 
have attempted suicide.  The news story also reported on the number of people who have 
committed suicide in 1998, mostly young men.   
Suicide Coverage -  
2016 
Irish Independent Irish Examiner Herald 
January 0 1 1 
February 2 2 1 
March 0 2 2 
April 2 3 0 
May 4 3 1 
June 2 0 0 
July 0 3 0 
August 0 3 0 
September 0 1 0 
October 0 1 1 
November 1 3 2 
December 2 4 2 
Total 13 26 10 
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Moreover, the Irish Examiner gave the second highest amount of coverage given to suicide, 
25%, 37 news articles and the following news story represents a part of that coverage. In a 
suicide news story, titled “Suicide increase as more men take their lives,” (Irish Examiner, 
Evelyn Ring, 24/6/1999, p.2), the Irish Examiner highlights the significant and “staggering” 
increase in the suicide rate among young men in Ireland, which has prompted suicide experts to 
ask for measures to tackle this problem.  The news item also states that suicide is the commonest 
cause of death in our young male population.   
In addition, the Evening Herald gave the third highest amount of coverage to suicide in 1999, 
15%, 10 news articles. 
4.3 Objective 2 Evaluate the quality of suicide reporting against media guidelines, over two 
twelve month periods, 1999 and 2016 
Michel et al, (2000) assessed the quality of suicide reporting against media guidelines.  
Therefore, one will be using a similar qualitative content analysis research method to assess the 
quality of the suicide news stories against media guidelines on suicide reporting, in 1999 and 
2016, which has allowed one to give an objective description of suicide reporting in 1999 and 
2016. 
The quality of suicide reporting, during the twelve month period, 1999, is of poor quality when 
assessed against the Samaritan’s, (1997) media guidelines on suicide reporting. A rating system 
was used to rate the adherence to suicide reporting guidelines in 1999, e.g. if any news article 
breached two or more of the guidelines this indicated that the news story was of poor quality. As 
part of the selection process, each news item was categorised according to date and name of 
publication e.g. 12.6.1999, Irish Independent. Then, each news item was selected based on 
whether the news story did not adhere to the media guidelines. Thus, the following selection and 
sample of suicide news stories were assessed against Samaritan’s, (1997) guidelines on suicide 
reporting. which were chosen to represent the poor quality of suicide repointing in 1999. 
In 1999, all 44 suicide news stories reported on by the Irish Independent were of poor quality 
because they breached two or more of the Samaritan’s, (1997) media guidelines on suicide 
reporting, such as the following suicide news story.” Love the spur in triple tragedy death leap 
girls”, Marcus Warren, Irish Independent,p.11, 13.2.1999) is about three Russian girls who died 
by suicide because their love for the same boy was spurred. The Irish Independent romanticises 
the girls’ suicide by exaggerating the family’s grief by saying that “Their mothers and siblings 
sobbed as they adjusted their veils” and “When it was time to take the girls to church their sobs 
turned to wails.”  Romanticising suicide in this way suggests that suicide is something that 
should be honoured (Samaritan’s,1997).  Moreover, the method of suicide that was used, the 
location of the suicide and the identity of the 3 girls was given: “Tanya, Masha and Alyona were 
holding hands as they leapt from the eighth floor window one evening last week,” and thereby 
this news story breaches the media guidelines that advises the media should not publish the 
method and location of suicide or give prominence to the suicide by mentioning it in the headline 
,e.g. “Love the spur in triple tragedy death leap girls because it increase the risk of imitative 
suicidal behaviour in vulnerable people, the Werther effect, (Gould,2002).   
In addition, “Suicide rate is the worst in the world,” (Irish Examiner, John O’Mahony, p. 1, 
4.12.1999) breaches the guideline on sensationalising suicide because it gives prominence to 
suicide by placing the news story on the front page and by putting the word suicide in the 
headline. And in so doing, makes the act of suicide attractive to vulnerable people, who might 
engage in suicidal behaviour after they have seen this story. Moreover, the tone of language is 
alarmist because it implies that Ireland has the worst suicide rate in the world, which in turn 
might create a panic about Ireland’s suicide rate. Moreover, the Samaritan’s (1997) guidelines 
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advise against saying that “One in 100 succeed in killing themselves.” because it implies that the 
suicide was successful,  
Moreover, “Eerie radio ‘drove man to suicide”, (Evening Herald, sept.1999, p.2), sensationalises 
and gives prominence to suicide placing the word suicide in the headline and thereby makes 
suicide attractive to vulnerable people who might be at risk of initiative suicidal behaviour and 
are susceptible to poor quality suicide reporting, the Copycat effect, (Stack 2005), The story also 
uses incorrect suicide terms to describe the man who took his own life as a “suicide victim”.  
Moreover, a description of the method used is given: 
“They found Robert hanging from a door post,” (Evening Herald, 1999) 
The Samaritan’s, (1997) media guidelines states that the in print newspapers should not publicise 
the details of the method of suicide used because it may prompt vulnerable people to use the 
same method to take their own lives.  
In summary, the quality of suicide reporting in 1999 was of poor quality because none of the 
news stories found in that period, including the above sample of news stories, did not adhere to 
any of the Samaritan’s, (1997) guidelines on suicide reporting.  Thus, it can be concluded that 
there was a lack of awareness of these guidelines in 1999 and this affected the quality of suicide 
reporting and as O’Brien, Irish Times says: “There was a lot of ignorance around suicide in 
1999. I don’t think that there was a great awareness of media guidelines on suicide reporting in 
1999, as there is today, where there is a greater awareness around suicide reporting, such as not 
describing the cause of death.”    
In addition, the quality of suicide reporting in 1999 was compared and contrasted with the 
reporting period in 2016 
All news stories, 57, in 2016 were of good quality, when assessed against the NUJ, (2012) and 
Samaritan’s (2013) media guidelines. A sample of suicide news stories that represent good 
quality suicide reporting in 2016 were selected.  All news items were categorised according to 
date and name of publication.  Then each news item was selected based on whether the news 
story adhered to one or more of the media guidelines. Thus, the following suicide news stories 
were chosen to represent good quality suicide repointing in 2016, all of which have adhered to 
media guidelines on suicide reporting, Samaritan’s, (2013) and NUJ, (2012). 
Moreover, the news story, “Boss quits after death of employee,” (Irish Independent, James 
Rothwell, p.26, 30.12.2016) does not breach most of the guidelines on suicide reporting.  The 
suicide news story is not given prominence and is placed on page 26 of the newspaper.  And, it 
does not mention the method and/or location of the suicide or use sensationalised language and 
incorrect suicide terms in the headline and the main body of the story’s content, such as suicide 
epidemic; suicide victim; commit suicide and so forth.  However, it does breach the guideline 
that states that the in print newspapers should disclose the contents of the suicide note, which the 
Irish Intendent does by publishing the following extract from the suicide note to the mother of 
the employee: Why do things have to be so hard,” However, this story illustrates the way 
adherence to media guidelines can produce good quality suicide reports, which can reduce the 
risk of imitative suicidal behaviour in vulnerable able people    
Moreover, the news story, “Man who claimed that bank drove wife to suicide is to lose €750,000 
home,” (Herald, Ray Managh, p.18, 24.11.2016) does breach the guideline that says that you 
should give prominence to suicide by placing the word suicide in the headline, Samaritans, 
(2013) and NUJ, (2012).  However, the story does not breach most of the guidelines because it 
does not publish the details of the method and/or location of suicide, does not use incorrect 
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suicide terms, such as commit suicide; suicide victim; suicide prone and so forth. Therefore, this 
news story is another example of good quality suicide reporting in 2016 because it adheres to 
most of the media guidelines on suicide reporting.   
It can be concluded that the difference in the quality of suicide reporting in 1999 and 2016 can 
be attributed to the fact there were no awareness of the Samaritan’s (1997) media guidelines to 
suicide reporting in 1999 and Headline, the Media Monitoring Programme was not there to 
monitor suicide reporting.  Whereas in 2016, both media guidelines to suicide reporting and 
Headline were there to encourage the three in print newspapers to adhere to NUJ (2012) and 
Samaritan’s (2013) guidelines, during the 12 month reporting period in 2016.  
4.4 Objective 3: “Identify the use of news frames and news values used in the suicide news 
reporting in 1999 and 2016”   
In attempt to achieve the above mentioned objective, the literature on the use of news frames, De 
Vreese, (2010) has helped one to identify the use of the Human Impact and Thematic news 
frames during two twelve month reporting periods, 1999 and 2016.  Of the 107 news stories 
found in all three newspapers in 1999, 107 news frames were identified e.g. 47 Human Impact 
and 60 Thematic. The data table below illustrates that the Thematic news frame was the 
dominant news in suicide reporting in the reporting period, 1999: and was mostly used by the 
Irish Examiner in suicide reporting: 
     Table 5.  Number of news frames found in the reporting period, 1999 
Moreover, the data table below illustrates that the Human Impact news frame was the dominant 
news frame in suicide reporting periods, 2016 and was mostly used by the Herald in suicide 
reporting: 
New Frames - 2016 Human Impact Thematic 
Irish Independent 6 7 
Irish Examiner 9 13 
Herald 11 2 
Total 26 22 
Table 6. Number of news frames found in the reporting period, 2016 
The charts below represent the total amount of news frames found in 1999 and 2016 
 

















News Frames - 1999
Irish Independent Irish Examiner Evening Herald
News Frames - 1999 Human Impact Thematic 
Irish Independent 18 22 
Irish Examiner 9 30 
Evening Herald 20 8 





Fig.  Number of News Frames found in 2016 
4.4.1 Thematic news frame 
The News Frame bar chart illustrates that the Thematic news frames was found to be the 
dominant news frame which was used in the 12 month reporting period, 1999, in all 3 
newspapers: Irish Independent; Irish Examiner and the Evening Herald.  The Thematic news 
frame was found in 60 of the news stories in 1999, 58% 
News frames are used to shape people’s interpretations and understanding of the issue being 
presented, such as suicide, (Di Angelo, 2007; An, Gower, 2009), which can affect how the reader 
feels and thinks about suicide and can be identified by looking at the news story’s headline 
and/or main body of text, (De Vreese, 2005). And, in so doing one could identify the use of the 
Thematic news frame in the 104 news stories that were found in 1999.  Thematic news frames 
are used to place an emphasis on suicide statistics or expert information on suicide, helps to the 
public to view suicide in a broader context e.g. mental health issues, (Tiegreen, Newman, 2008).   
Of the 107 news stories found in the Irish Independent, Irish Examiner and Evening Herald, the 
Thematic news frames was the dominant news frame in the reporting period, 1999, 60 news 
stories, 58%, The following news stories in the Irish Independent and the Irish Examiner were 
selected because there was a high use of the Thematic news frame in these newspapers, e.g. Irish 
Examiner, 30 news frames and the Irish Independent, 22.   
 The Thematic news frame was identified in the following news story, “Alarming suicide surge 
among young people, (Irish Examiner, Donal Hickey, p. 6, 31.8.1999) which places an emphasis 
on suicide statistics, “Last year – 29 people – 24 males and five females, took their own lives in 
the country compared with 17 in the previous year.” which allow the public to view high male 
suicide rates in the broader context of the lack of suicide support services for men affected by 
suicide.   
Moreover, the Thematic news frame was identified in the following news story by looking at the 
following headline, “Third of prisoner ‘attempt suicide’” (Irish Independent, Marese McDonagh, 
p.6, 28.4. 1999) and the story’s main body of text, which suggests that the news story uses the 
thematic news frame to place an emphasis on the rate of Irish prisoners who have attempted 
suicide, so as to allow the public to view prison suicides in the broader context of the way prison 



























In addition, the use of the Thematic news frame was found in the 46 news stories in 2016,  22 
news stories, 48%.  The following news stories were selected from the Irish Independent and 
Irish Examiner they used a lot of the thematic news frames during the 2016 reporting period,  
The headline, “Huge concern at the number of Gardai who have taken their own lives,” (Irish 
Independent, Paul Williams, p.8, 2.1.2016) indicates that the Thematic news frame was used 
because the wording suggests that the news story includes statistics on the number of Gardai who 
have died by suicide and alongside some of the text in the main body of the story e.g. six 
member of the force – one sergeant and five - have died under tragic circumstances over the past 
year.” 
In addition, the thematic news frame was identified in the news story titled, “Suicide of under 
25s a major concern,” (Irish Examiner, Claire O’Sullivan, p.7, 15.10.2016) by examining the 
main body of text, which uses suicide expert’s, Professor, Arensman and Director of the National 
Office of Suicide Prevention, Gerry Raliegh, views on the issue of the high youth suicide rate to 
emphasise the suicide rate of people the under 25.  And in so doing puts this issue youth suicide 
in the broader context of the need for more youth suicide prevention services to tackle this 
problem.   
4.4.2 Human Impact news frame 
In 1999 the Human Impact was the second most dominant news frame in suicide reporting 
during that year and was found in 47 of the 107 news stories in 1999, 44%. 
By analysing the following headline, “Suicide third biggest killer,” (Irish Independent, Feb. 
1999), it was found that alongside the stories content, the news story use the Human Impact 
news frame, to convey to the reader the impact that suicide has on people’s lives by stating in the 
main body of text that “12,000 people killed themselves every year and 160,000 tried and 
failed,” and how suicide is a mental health issue that should be addressed by providing better 
mental health services. 
Moreover, the following headline, “Suicide increases as more men take their lives,” (Irish 
Examiner, Evelyn Ring, p.2, 24.6.1999) exhibits the use of the human impact news frame, which 
in addition to the content of the news story conveys to the reader the impact that suicide has on 
young male lives.   
Also, the following headline “Tragic suicide of adopted woman,” (Evening Herald, Oct., 
p.16,1999) and alongside the stories main body of text exhibited the use of the human impact 
news frame to bring to the reader’s attention the impact that suicide had on adopted woman life. 
In addition, of the 57 suicide news items found in 2016, the Human Impact news frame was one 
of two news frames identified in 2016. The Human Impact news frame was identified in the 
following headline “Boss quits after the death of employee,” (Irish Independent, James Rothwell, 
p.26, 30.12.2016), which conveys the impact that an employee’s suicide on her boss. The suicide 
involved a Japanese company’s employee, who took her own life because she was experiencing 
work related stress. The Human Impact angle is used in the story to evoke an emotional response 
in the reader, e.g. sadness, by stating that the woman employee “left a note for her mother, which 
asked her mother, “Why do things have to be so hard.” 
Moreover, the Human Impact news frame was identified in the following headline: “Jim, I’m not 
for this world, please forgive me,” (Irish Examiner, Sarah Slater, 7.7.2016). The headline is used 
to convey the impact that suicide has people’s lives e.g. Carrey’s life and by way of bringing an 
emotional angle to a suicide event, actor Jim Carey’s ex-girlfriend, Catriona’s died by suicide, 
which was used to connect the reader with the story by evoking feelings of empathy in the 
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reader, who might have been in a similar situation as the person in the news story i.e. lost 
someone to suicide over love related problems e.g. White was dumped by Carey.  The Human 
Impact news frame was also identified in main body of text, whereby the person who allegedly 
took her own life was named with an overdose of Carey’s medication and by stating that she had 
emotional problems, who was besotted with Carey and took her own life because Carey broke up 
with her. 
In addition, the Human Impact news frame was identified in the news story, “Garda probe after 
victim of online sex scam.” (Herald, Fiona Dillion, Cathal McMahon, Brian O’Reilly,30.3. 
2016), which was identified in the main body of content which included the following emotive 
words to convey the impact that a father’s suicide could have on his son: “A loving dad took his 
own life.  Thereby the text conveys the impact that suicide has on the man’s family.   
It can be concluded that the sample of suicide news stories from both reporting periods, 1999 and 
2016, used two news frames i.e. Thematic and Human Impact, to catch the reader’s attention 
about suicide, which convey the impact that suicide can have on people’s lives by placing an 
emphasis on suicide statistics and emotional language. And in so doing these news frames are 
used by the reader as they refer to their own frame of reference and experience of suicide, so as 
to make the issue of suicide salient in their mind.   
3rd objective:  Identify the use of news frames and news values in suicide reporting in three 
in print daily national newspapers        
In an attempt to achieve the above objective, six of the twelve news values were identified in 107 
of suicide news stories in the reporting periods, 1999 and 57 suicide stories in 2016.  It was 
found that reference to something negative; unambiguity and composition were the dominate 
news values and was found in all 107 suicide news stories, as illustrated in the two tables below: 
News Values - 1999 Irish Independent Irish Examiner Evening Herald 
Negativity           45            37              23 
Unambiguity           45            37              23 
Composition           45            37              23 
Threshold           11            24               13  
Personalisation            12             2               11 
Meaningfulness             6              0                1 
Unexpectedness             0              0                0 
Reference to Elite 
Persons 
             0              0                0 
Reference to Elite 
Nations 
            3               1             1 
Consonance              0                0                0 
Frequency               0                0                0 
    
Total                167              138               95 
Table 7 Number of news values found in 1999 
News Values - 2016 Irish Independent Irish Examiner         Herald 
   Negativity             27         22            10 
 Unambiguity            27         22            10 
  Composition             27         22             10 
  Threshold              6           7              2 
  Personalisation              3             8              3 
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  Meaningfulness              1             5              1 
 Unexpectedness               0            0             0 
 Reference to Elite 
Persons 
              0            2               2 
 Reference to Elite 
Nations 
             0           0              0 
Consonance              0            0             0 
Frequency              0              0             0 
    
  Total           91            88            38 
Table 8 Number of news values in 2016 
 
The number of news values that were identified in 1999 are represented in fig.6: 
 





























Fig. 7 Number of news values in 2016 
Moreover, the Irish print newspapers selected suicide news stories that are news worthy by 
picking the ones that have one or more of Galtung and Ruge’s  twelve news values criteria, (Judy 
McGregor, 2010). 
Moreover, the following sample of suicide news stories were selected because they represent the 
use of news values in all three Irish newspapers coverage of suicide in 1999, e.g. 107 news 
articles. In “Prison Suicide crisis as yet another man dies,”(Evening Herald, 13.12.1999), five of 
the nine news values were identified during the reporting period, 1999 and are as follows: 
Negativity, the news story refers to something negative i.e. a prisoner’s suicide; Unambiguity, 
the story is clearly about a suicide, thereby multiple meanings cannot be derived from the story 
and Composition,  the news story is placed next other hard news stories giving an even amount 
of coverage to hard news on the page.  Other news values identified include: Threshold, the news 
story highlights the high number of prisoner suicides in Irish prisons; Personalisation, it is about 
the actions of a prisoner who took his own life and Meaningfulness, the news story is deemed to 
be meaningful to the reader because the reader might be from the same area as the prisoner. 
Dublin. Thereby the reader might share the same cultural background as the prison and thereby 
this makes the story meaningful to the reader. 
The following news story, “Men four time more likely to commit suicide,” (Irish Independent, 
25.4.1999)  five of the seven news values were identified and are as follows: Negativity, Irish 
men taken their own lives; Unambiguity, the story is clearly about male suicides and does not 
have multiple meanings; Composition, this hard news story is placed alongside next to a light 
news story about people enjoying the winter wonderland created by a heavy snow fall,  so as to 
create a balance of light and hard news stories on the page.  Other news values include 
Threshold, the story uses statistic to convey the high number of men who are affected by suicide.     
The following news stories were selected 2016 because they have six of the eight news values 
found bar the news values, Threshold and Unexpectedness. 
For example, in the suicide news story titled, Jim, I’m not for this world, please forgive me,” 




















News Values - 2016
Negativity Unambiguity
Composition Threshold
Personalisation Reference to Elite Nations
Reference to Elite Persons
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the story refers to something negative e.g. Jim Carey’s ex-girlfriend, Catriona White died by 
suicide; Personalisation, the girl was named; Meaningfulness, the story could be deemed to be 
meaningful to the reader because the reader shares cultural similarities i.e. White is Irish, who 
can identify and empathise with the circumstances that led to White’s suicide i.e. her emotional 
problems i.e. she was deeply in love with the actor Jim Carey, led her to take her own life.  Other 
news values identified include Composition; the suicide event was given prominence over two 
other stories on the same page and most of the page is devoted to the coverage of White’s suicide 
and is placed against other negative news stories e.g. stories about animal testing and 
compensation for an accident in a zoo; Unambiguity, it is clear what the story is about e.g. a 
celebrity suicide and does not have multiple meanings or messages. Therefore, the Irish 
Examiner decided that this suicide event was news worthy because it had seven of the twelve 
news values.  
It can be deduced that “Boss quits after death of employee,” (Irish Independent, James Rothwell, 
30.12.2016) was selected because it had six of the seven news values: Negativity, the news story 
refers to something negative i.e. a Japanese employee took her own life; Unambiguity; the story 
does not have multiple meanings and it is clear that the story is about suicide and Composition, 
the story fits into the overall composition of the page placed i.e. a light news story about a new 
scientific discovery is place next to hard news story i.e. a suicide.  The other news values 
identified include: Threshold, the news story includes statistics on the number of Japanese 
suicide e.g. “In 2014, there were 25,000 suicides in Japan,” which conveys the impact that 
suicide has on Japan; Reference to Elite Nations, the story involves a country that is 
economically predominate and important; Personalisation, the news story is about the actions of 
an individual i.e. a female Japanese employee took her own life, which is deemed to make the 
news story attractive to the reader. 
It can be concluded that most of suicide events had one or more of seven news values, which 
were found in all three Irish newspaper’s coverage of suicide in 1999 and 2016: Negativity, 
Unambiguity, Composition, Personalisation, Meaningfulness, Reference to Elite persons and 
Reference to Elite Nations and as result has made suicide a newsworthy event, more so in 1999 
than in 2016.:  
 4.5 Objective 4 “Assess the use of imagery in suicide reporting in the three in print 
newspapers 
In total, 40 images were found in all three newspapers during the two twelve month reporting 
periods, 15 images in 1999 and 2016: 8 in Irish Examiner, 6 Irish Independent, 3 Evening 
Herald, 25 images in 2016, 7 Herald, 9, Irish Independent, 9, Irish Examiner which are 






Table 9. Number of images found in 1999 and 2016 
The following news stories were selected from the Irish Independent and Irish Examiner, 1999 
and 2016 because there was a higher use of images in these newspapers during these two 
reporting periods, as represented in the above table of data findings. A sample of suicide news 
 
Use of imagery in suicide 
news reporting  
 





Irish Independent 6 9 
Irish Examiner 6 9 
Evening Herald 3 7 
  Total 15 22 
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stories which had images attached were selected because the news stories use of images 
illustrates how the use of imagery can affect the quality of suicide reporting because according to 
the Samaritan’s, (1997), NUJ, (2012) and Samaritan’s (2013) guidelines, using 
images/photographs of grieving families friends can encourage vulnerable people to consider 
suicide as a way of making people who have bullied them regret the hurt they have caused them 
and placing images on the front page can exaggerate the act of suicide, although the guideline 
does not specify in what way the images can exaggerate the act of suicide.  In addition, the 
sample of images were selected because they illustrate how the use of imagery in suicide 
reporting can be used to contribute to how suicide is represented in the three in print newspapers 
and comparing and contrasting the use of imagery in these newspapers. 
By applying a semiotic analysis research method, one could analyse the use of photographs and 
determine why photographs were used in suicide reporting in the two 12 month reporting 
periods, 1999 and 2016.   The images used, alongside the language used in news stories, can 
communicate meanings and messages about the issue being reported on, (Bignell, 2002; Crhfoto, 
2017).   
The news story titled “Suicide teenager’s father blames acne drug,” (Irish Independent, Martha 
Kearns, Des O’Sullivan, p. 3, 30.8.1999), featured a small photo of the teenage boy, Sean Ryan, 
which had the caption: “Sean Ryan: suicide blamed on drug.” The photo shows Ryan looking 
directly at the camera, which draws the reader in and creates a connection with the story and the 
reader.  Thereby, it can be deduced that by using the image has allowed the newspaper to evoke 
an emotional response in the reader i.e. feelings of sympathy in the reader towards the boy who 
took his own life and the boy’s father. 
In news story titled, “Huge concern at the number of Gardaí who have taken own lives, (Irish 
Independent, Paul Williams, p.8, 2.1. 2016), which is about the high number of Gardaí who died 
by suicide and uses an image of a Gardaí officer to connect the reader with the story because it 
evokes an emotional response in the reader i.e. fear, whereby are fearful of there being less 
Gardaí around to protect them and their community.  
In contrast to the above story, in the Irish Examiner’s news story, “Grim figures reveal a sad 
facet of life,” (Irish Examiner, TP O’Mahony, p. 15, 25.6. 1999), the newspaper used images of 
two well-known figures in religion, Father Fortune and politics, screaming Lord Sutch, to raise 
awareness of the rise of suicide in Ireland, not by evoking an emotional response but by evoking 
their interest in this issue, who will be interested to know that well know people are also affected 
by suicide. By publishing photos of two well know people alongside the story’s text conveys the 
message that suicide is a permanent solution to life’s problems.   
Moreover, in a news story titled, “Do not be afraid to speak to someone,” (Irish Examiner, 
Stephen Maguire, p.5,18.8. 2016) which reports on the inquest into the death of Erin Gallagher, 
who took her own life in 2013, there is a large image of Erin and her sister Shannon, which it can 
be assumed was used to connect the reader to story by way of evoking an emotional response i.e. 
empathy in the reader who might have lost someone to suicide. Moreover, the image and main 
body of content conveys the message that suicide is a permanent solution to life’s problems, e.g. 
bullying.  And, it could be argued that the image of two girls could lead vulnerable people who 
are being bullied to take their own life and get their photo published in a newspaper so as to 
make their bullies feel regret for their hurt that they have caused. 
Similarly, in a suicide news story titled, “My brother’s suicide left family devastated say RTE 
broadcaster, Evanne” (Herald, Melanie Finn, p. 2, 19.2.2016), which reports on the suicide of 
RTE broadcaster, Evanne Ni Chuilinn’s brother, uses two images to accompany this news story 
e.g. a large photo of Evanne and a smaller one of Evanne with her father so as to connect the 
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reader with the story because the images are used to evoke an emotional response in the reader 
e.g.  empathy   
In contrast to the above news, in the Evening Herald’s news story, “Doctor takes own life in 
hotel room,(Evening Herald, 26.4.1999), the newspaper used two images of a man who was an 
eye witness to a doctor’s suicide and a member of the hospital staff at the hospital where the 
doctor worked, both images depicted the two people as looking upset and concerned which are 
used to evoke an emotional response in the reader, who will then connect to the story because it 
evoked an emotional a response in them e.g. sadness.   
Moreover, in a news story titled “Jim, I’m not for this world, please forgive me,” (Irish 
Examiner, Sarah Slater, p.3, 7.7.2016) which is about actor Jim Carey’s ex-girlfriend, Catriona, 
who took her own life because she was heartbroken about their breakup, was accompanied by 3 
photographs i.e. Carey and Catriona; Carey helping to carry Catriona’s coffin and a larger 
photograph of White.  The larger photograph of Catriona, who is looking directly at the viewer, 
it can be concluded that the photo was used to put a face to the person who took their own life, 
so as to create an emotional connection with the reader and the news story.  Moreover, the photo 
of Carey helping to carry his girlfriend’s coffin breaches the Samaritan’s, (2013) and NUJ’s, 
(2012) guidelines that states that the in print newspapers to not publish images of people grieving 
over a suicide because in some way the images are being used to honouring suicide. The other 
two photographs, contributed to the news story’s emotionally evocative headline and main body 
of text, which conveyed the message about this suicide event/story, which is about the 
devastating impact that suicide can have on people’s lives and this is how the Irish Examiner 
chose to represent this suicide event/story to the reader.    
In summary, all of the selection of images that have been analysed which were found in three 
Irish in print newspaper’s news stories, used images that breached the NUJ (2012) guidelines on 
the use of imagery in suicide reporting, that states that you should not publish photos of people 
who are grieving over a suicide because in some way it honours suicide.  However, all images 
did contribute to raising awareness of the effect that suicide has on people’s lives because the use 
of images helps to strengthen the emotional connection, alongside the stories text, of the suicide 
event with the reader, which puts a face to the person(s) who took their own life and thereby 
raises awareness of the effect that suicide has people who have lost someone to suicide.    
Moreover, by analysing the sample of images used by Irish Independent; Irish Examiner and the 
Herald, 1999 and 2016, illustrates the impact that images can potentially have on the reader and 
how the images can contribute to how suicide is presented to the reader by way of connecting the 
them to the suicide event.  And, in so doing the in print newspapers have the potential to foster 
an understanding of the effects that suicide can have on people’s lives by getting the reader’s 
attention with emotionally evocative imagery and written content and in the process has the 
potential to create a more open and unbiased attitude towards suicide in Ireland and in the Irish 
print media.   
4.6 Data findings, Analysis and Discussion – Interviews with three Irish in print daily 
national newspapers   
In addition to analysing the data findings on the quantity, quality of suicide reporting in 1999 and 
2016, data findings from interviews with Carl O’Brien, Irish Times education editor and former 
social affairs journalist John O’Mahony, Irish Examiner journalist and Conor Feehan, Irish 
Independent journalist was analysed, so as to get their opinions on suicide reporting and in print 
Irish daily national newspapers, in 1999 and 2016.  All interviewees were asked approximately 
ten questions.  The following interview data includes interview questions and responses: 
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Interviews with three Irish in print daily national newspaper journalists  
    Q.1 What is your opinion on the media guidelines on suicide reporting, such as the 
Samaritan’s, (2013) and the NUJ, (2012) guidelines? 
    Response: The three journalists all agreed that media guidelines were an important part of 
suicide reporting. Two respondents referred to the Samaritan’s, (2013) guidelines and said 
that they would heed to them when they are reporting on suicide. One respondent said that 
the guidelines helped to ensure that there was a greater awareness of irresponsible suicide 
reporting and how it can increase the risk of copycat suicide.  However, the same respondent 
questioned some of the guidelines and said that it was difficult to put into practice the 
guideline that states that the in print newspapers should not overemphasise community grief: 
“One of the guidelines talks about overemphasising community grief, which is difficult to put 
into practice.  I’ve seen communities who have been hit really hard by grief over a suicide in 
their area.” 
 Q.2 Would you say that media guidelines are a form of media censorship? 
      Response:  All respondents agreed that the media guidelines are not a form of media 
censorship.  One respondent said “I would look on the guidelines as guidelines and not 
demands.  I think that the decision to publish lies with us.”    
Similarly, another respondent said that guidelines do not restrict how the in print newspapers 
report on suicide and are there to ensure that suicide reporting is responsible.  However, one 
respondent said that there are times when the Samaritan’s would advise them to not report on 
a suicide but they report on it anyway.  
Q.3 Would you say that the in print media e.g. daily in print national newspapers have a 
role to play in reducing the stigma towards people who have attempted suicide and 
towards people whose lives have been affected by suicide? 
Response:  All respondents agreed that all newspapers have a responsibility to tackle and 
highlight the issue of suicide.  One respondent said by highlighting the issue of suicide helps 
to reduce the stigma by encouraging people to talk more openly about suicide: 
“For too long, suicide was our dirty little secret, but as a society we are beginning to have a 
conversation about the scale of the problem, the causes and most importantly the solutions.” 
Q.4 If it was in the public’s interest to know about the method and location of suicide, 
would you say then that the print media should be allowed to publish the details of the 
method and location of suicide? 
Response: Two respondents said that it was tricky and that they tend not to report on the 
method and/or the location of the suicide. One respondent said that they would publish the 
details of the method, location of suicide and that: “The short answer is yes - but it's more 
complicated than that. In the vast majority of cases, the specific details of a suicide - the how 
- do not need to be reported and do not take from the veracity and accuracy of a news report. 
But there can be specific cases were the details are important and need to be reported, 
particularly when reporting from the coroner's court, where very specific medical details are 
given as to the nature of the act and the cause of death. But again here, the media can use its 
discretion and can chose to exclude graphic details on the grounds of taste, or if we feel they 




Another respondent said that the newspaper would be very careful with how they would relay 
information about the suicide:” You might keep the terminology as vague as possible, so that 
you’re not giving very, very specific information e.g. information on whether they used an 
electrical cord or a rope 
Q.5 In what way has suicide reporting changed since 1999? 
Response:  Two respondents agreed that media guidelines have helped to create a greater 
awareness of responsible suicide reporting today.  One respondent said: “In general, there 
was a lot of ignorance around suicide in 1999. I don’t think that there was a great awareness 
of media guidelines on suicide reporting in 1999, as there is today, where there is a greater 
awareness around suicide reporting, such as not describing the cause of death.” 
Q.6 If publishing a suicide news story infringed on the privacy of the people of the 
person who has taken their lives e.g. families and friends and it was in the public’s 
interest to know about the suicide, you would publish the news story? 
Response:  All agreed that the newspapers would give the above issue careful consideration 
and would up weigh the merits of each suicide before they would publish the news story.  
One respondent said: “Invariably not, it is about why would you and why wouldn’t you.  I 
would say that you would find a way to highlight what’s in the public’s interest in the suicide, 
without identifying the person or the family involved.  It is the most logical compromise in a 
situation like that.”    
Q.7 What are the news frames used in suicide reporting? 
Response:  Two of the respondents said that they would use the Human Impact in suicide 
news reporting.  The other interviewee was asked this question as a follow up and did not 
respond. One respondent said that:” We would use the Human Impact news frame to 
highlight the impact that the suicide has on the family, the impact of the event on the person 
and what could’ve have been done to prevent it from happening.”  In summary, the human 
impact news frame is the news frame most likely to be used in suicide reporting by the in 
print newspapers who were interviewed. 
Q.8 What news values would you use to decide which suicide is news worthy or not, e.g.  
reference to elite persons, threshold and so forth? 
Response: Two of three respondents said the news values are used by the in print newspapers 
to decide if the suicide is news worthy.  Two of the respondents agreed that if the suicide 
involved a famous person than the news story was more likely to be published.  Moreover, 
two same respondents said that the newsworthiness of the suicide was decided on after they 
had weighed up the merits of the case.  Another respondent said that every suicide was 
newsworthy.  One of the respondents referred to the use of Personalisation news value in 
suicide and gave the example of Anna Byrne whose suicide was extensively covered by the 
Irish Independent.  The same respondent also said that: What makes a suicide newsworthy 
depends on (a) whether they are famous people and people want to know about it and (b) is 
one of the possible root causes why they took their own life was something in society is 
happening at  a particular time that needs attention and should have got attention, then we 
would report on it, such as suicide related cyberbullying. 
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Q.9 Would you agree that by simplifying or sensationalising a suicide news story could 
cause people who are susceptible to how suicide is reported on, to engage in suicidal 
behaviour?   
Response: Two respondents agreed that responsible suicide reporting involves adhering to 
the media guideline and that you should not simplify or sensationalise suicide because it can 
affect suicidal behaviour in vulnerable people. One respondent said that: “I do agree that over 
sensationalised coverage of suicide can do more harm than good.”  The other respondent also 
said: “You shouldn’t over simplify a complex issue such as suicide, in particular you do not 
say that a suicide has triggered another suicide, we don’t know that for sure.  Certainly, 
research points to suicide been a whole combination of factors. Ultimately, suicide reporting 
involves being engaged in an important health matter and it involves doing it in a responsible 
way.”   
Q.10 The Irish Independent; Irish Examiner and the Herald gave a low amount of 
coverage to suicide in 2016.  In your opinion why did the three in print newspapers give 
a low amount of coverage to suicide in 2016? 
Response:  One respondent said that his newspaper did not reduce their coverage of suicide 
in 2016.  Another said that: “if the newsworthiness of particular suicide acts has dropped off 
then coverage of suicide would be low.” The other respondent said that he did not know.  
In conclusion, the interview data findings revealed that all three in print daily national 
newspapers were aware of media guidelines on suicide reporting and would heed to them, 
except under certain circumstances.  And even then, they would all weigh up the merits of 
each suicide before they published the story, so as to reduce the impact of poor quality 
suicide reporting on vulnerable people. One could not a get an interview with the Herald.   
However, the interview with Carl O’Brien was informative, insightful and furthered ones 
understanding of suicide reporting in Irish print newspapers in 1999 and 2016.  












Chapter 5 -  Conclusion 
5.1 Introduction 
The main of this research was to analyse suicide reporting in three in print daily national 
newspapers and to achieve the following objectives that were set to achieve this aim:  
1 Quantify the amount of coverage given to suicide in three in print daily national 
newspapers, over two twelve month periods, 1999 and 2016.  
2. Evaluate the quality of suicide reporting, e.g. good and bad, against media guidelines on 
suicide reporting, in three in print daily national newspapers, over two twelve month 
reporting periods, 1999 and 2016. 
3.  Identify the use of news frames and news values in suicide reporting in 1999 and 2016. 
 4. Assess the use of imagery in suicide reporting.   
The section titled, Research Objectives: summary of findings and conclusion, will revisit the 
above objectives, summarise the data findings of the research work that was carried out for 
this dissertation and offer conclusions based on the data findings.  The previous chapter, Data 
Analysis Results and Discussion was large, detailed and has been summarised, hence the 
inclusion of the section, Research Objectives: summary of findings and conclusion in this 
chapter.   There is also a section titled Recommendations included in this chapter, with 
regards to carrying out further studies on suicide reporting.  In addition, the contribution of 
this research to the study of suicide reporting will also be clarified. A section titled, Self-
Reflection is included in this chapter, which will reflect on the research process and so forth.  
Also, whether the dissertation’s aim and objectives have been achieved will be discussed 
which will also include the value of this study.    
5.2 Research Objectives: summary of findings and conclusions  
Research objective 1: Quantify the amount of coverage given to suicide in three daily 
national newspapers, over two twelve-month reporting periods, 1999 and 2016. 
With regards to the above objective, the literature discussed the value of using the 
quantitative research method in quantifying the amount of coverage that was given to suicide 
in three daily national newspapers, in 1999 and 2016.  By using the quantitative research 
method, one could categorise the number of suicide stories found and place them in the 
relevant categories e.g. name of news publication; month and year of publication and so 
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forth.  The quantitative research method allowed one to achieve the above objective and to 
conclude that there was more coverage given to suicide in all three daily national newspapers 
in 1999 i.e. 107 news stories which accounted for 65% of coverage given to suicide in 1999, 
in comparison to the reporting period in 2016, where there was less coverage given and 57 
suicide news stories accounted for 35% of the coverage in 2016.    The main conclusion that 
can be drawn from this research is that all three daily national newspapers gave more 
coverage to suicide in 1999 to coincide with the high suicide rate in 1998, (Emmet 
Oliver,1999) and thereby suicide can be attributed to the low suicide rate in 2015 to a drop 
off in the newsworthiness of certain suicides and thereby suicide was not newsworthy to be 
reported on or maybe  
Research objective 2: Evaluate the quality of suicide reporting, e.g. good and bad, 
against media guidelines on suicide reporting, in three in print daily national 
newspapers, over two twelve month reporting periods, 1999 and 2016. 
With regards to the above objective, the literature identified studies which discussed how 
adhering to media guidelines which can improve the quality of suicide reporting and in doing 
so can reduce the impact that poor quality suicide reporting has on imitative suicidal 
behaviour, (Stack, 2005; Gould, 2008 and Michel et al,2000). Moreover, the literature 
allowed one to achieve the above objective by discussing the value of using a qualitative 
content analysis method to assess the quality of suicide reporting against the media guidelines 
on suicide reporting,  
It can be concluded that the difference in the quality of suicide reporting in the two twelve 
month reporting periods, 1999 and 2016 can be attributed to a lack of awareness of 
Samaritan’s, (1997) guidelines in 1999 and adherence to Samaritan’s, (2013) and NUJ’s 
(2012) guidelines on suicide reporting in 2016 under the advisement and guidance of 
Headline, the Media Monitoring Programme, which greatly improved the quality of suicide 
reporting  in 2016  who was set up in 2006 to ensure that standards of responsible and 
accurate suicide reproofing are kept by the Irish in print newspapers. 
Research Objective 4 Identify the use of news frames and news values in suicide 
reporting in 1999 and 2016 
The literature identified and discussed the use of news frames and news values, (De Vreese, 
2008; Di Angelo, 2005; Mc Gregor, 2005) in print newspaper news reporting and has allowed 
one to identify the use of news frames in suicide reporting in 1999 and 2016. Two news 
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frames were identified in all three daily national newspapers suicide news stories, -  Thematic 
and Human Impact and were found in 60 of the 104 news article, 56% in 1999.  Also, seven 
of the twelve news values, (ref) were also identified in all three newspapers in 1999:  
Negativity; Unambiguity; Composition; Threshold; Personalisation; Reference to Elite 
Persons and Reference to Elite Nations. It can be concluded that the issue of suicide can be 
made salient in the minds of the reader through the use of news frames and news values. 
Research Objective 6: Assess the use of imagery in suicide reporting in three in print 
daily national newspapers. 
The literature identified why the semiotic research method cam be used to evaluate how 
images can be used by three Irish in print daily national newspapers to further the public’s 
understanding of the impact that suicide can have on those who are bereaved by suicide by 
putting a face to the person who has taken their own lives. It was concluded that images were 
used to evoke an emotional response in the reader and in so doing makes the issue of suicide 
more salient in reader’s mind.   
5.3 Recommendations 
It is recommended that a further study on suicide reporting and the in print newspapers be 
carried out and this time the study would include other in print daily national newspapers: 
Daily Mirror; the Sun; the Star and the Irish Times, so as to get a general overview of the 
quality of suicide reporting in all Irish in print daily national newspapers.  The benefits of this 
recommendation include adding to other research on the effects that good quality suicide 
reporting has on suicidal behaviour, (Stack, 2005; Gould, 2008), which in turn could increase 
awareness of the effects that irresponsible suicide reporting has on suicidal behaviour in 
Ireland.  The second recommendation to be made is to revise the Samaritan’s, (2013) and the 
NUJ’s (2012) guidelines on the use of suicide terms such as suicide prone; just a cry for help, 
should be revised so as to make the meanings clearer and easier to understand e.g. what is 
meant by the term suicide prone.     
5.4Contribution to knowledge 
This research has made an important contribution to the study of suicide reporting in three 
daily national newspapers because it fills in the gap in knowledge on suicide reporting in the 





Over the course of this research I have encountered some challenges, which included 
selecting the period of suicide reporting.  I initially chose 2002.  However, the Irish 
Newspaper Archive did not have copies of the 2002 editions of the Evening Herald.  To 
overcome this challenge, I chose the 1999 edition of the Evening Herald to study and analyse.  
Also, at the beginning of this dissertation, I chose to study and analyse suicide reporting in 
the Irish Times.  However, the PDF copies of this newspaper were unreadable because the 
text was distorted. 
5.6 Self-Reflection 
My interest was piqued in suicide reporting and the in print newspapers by the Erin Gallagher 
suicide news story that I read in 2013, (O’Cionnaith,2013). There were contributing factors 
that led to her suicide, including the fact that she was being bullied on a social media website 
called Askfm.  Therefore, I wanted to examine the quality of suicide reporting because 
research indicates that poor quality suicide reporting can impact on imitative suicidal 
behaviour in vulnerable people, (Stack, 2005; Gould, 2007). Moreover, doing a dissertation 
requires hard work, focus and discipline.  I encountered a few problems along the way such 
not being able to get an interview with the Herald newspaper.  However, I did manage to get 
an interview the Irish Times education editor and former social affairs journalist, Carl 
O’Brien and I benefited from his knowledge and experience of suicide reporting, which was 
of great benefit to this research.  Also, there was a sense of satisfaction at completing each 
chapter which required hard work, patience, focus and being able to put one’s organismal 











Chapter 6 – Appendices 
 
6.1 List of Tables 
   1999    2016 
Irish Impendent     44     28 
Irish Examiner     37     33 
 Herald     23     10 
 Total   198     78 






Thematic           29     33     10  
Human Impact           24     18       31     
Total           53      51      41    
Table 2: Number of frames identified in each newspaper over two 12 month reporting 
periods 
 
Table 3.  Number of news values found in 1999 








January 6 3 3 
February 3 5 2 
March 5 2 0 
April 6 1 4 
May 2 7 2 
June 2 3 0 
News Values - 1999 Irish Independent Irish Examiner Evening Herald 
Negativity          45           37             23 
Unambiguity           45            37              23 
Composition          45            37              23 
Threshold           11            24               13  
Personalisation            12             2                11 
Meaningfulness             6               0                 0 
Unexpectedness             0                0               0 
Reference to Elite 
Persons 
             0              0             0 
Reference to Elite 
Nations 
            3               1             1 
Consonance              0                0                0 
Frequency               0                0                0 
    
Total            167            138               94 
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July 2 0 3 
August 3 1 1 
September 2 3 3 
October 5 4 2 
November 4 4 2 
December 4 4 3 
Total   44   37  25 
     Table 4.  Number of news articles found in twelve month period, 1999 
 
Fig. 1 – suicide coverage in first six months, 1999 
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Fig 3.  The amount of suicide coverage, 1999 and 2016 
 


























Suicide Coverage - 1999 and 2016
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Table 5  Amount of coverage over twelve month period 2016 
     Table  Number of news frames found in the reporting period, 1999 
 
New Frames - 2016 Human Impact Thematic 
Irish Independent 6 7 
Irish Examiner 9 13 
Herald 11 2 
Total 26 22 
Table 6. Number of news frames found in the reporting period, 2016 
 
 

















News Frames - 1999
Irish Independent Irish Examiner Evening Herald
Suicide Coverage -  
2016 
Irish Independent Irish Examiner Herald 
January 0 1 1 
February 2 2 1 
March 0 2 2 
April 2 3 0 
May 4 3 1 
June 2 0 0 
July 0 3 0 
August 0 3 0 
September 0 1 0 
October 0 1 1 
November 1 3 2 
December 2 4 2 
Total    
News Frames - 1999 Human Impact Thematic 
Irish Independent 18 22 
Irish Examiner 9 30 
Evening Herald 20 8 




Fig.  Number of News Frames found in 2016 
News Values - 1999 Irish Independent Irish Examiner Evening Herald 
Negativity           45            37              23 
Unambiguity           45            37              23 
Composition           45            37              23 
Threshold           11            24               13  
Personalisation            12             2               11 
Meaningfulness             6              0                0 
Unexpectedness             0              0                0 
Reference to Elite 
Persons 
             0              0                0 
Reference to Elite 
Nations 
            3               1             1 
Consonance              0                0                0 
Frequency               0                0                0 
    
Total                167              138               94 





































News Values - 2016 Irish Independent Irish Examiner         Herald 
   Negativity             27         22            10 
 Unambiguity            27         22            10 
  Composition             27         22             10 
  Threshold              6           7              2 
  Personalisation              3             8              3 
  Meaningfulness              1             5              1 
 Unexpectedness               0            0             0 
 Reference to Elite 
Persons 
              0            2               2 
 Reference to Elite 
Nations 
             0           0              0 
Consonance              0            0             0 
Frequency              0              0             0 
    
  Total           91            88            38 
























Fig. 6 Number of News Values found in three in print newspapers in 1999 
 


















































News Values - 2016
Negativity Unambiguity
Composition Threshold
Personalisation Reference to Elite Nations
Reference to Elite Persons
 
Use of imagery in suicide 
news reporting  
 





Irish Independent 6 9 
Irish Examiner 6 9 
Evening Herald 3 7 
  Total 15 22 
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6.2 Sample of Letters to editor and opinion pieces 
 
Letter to editor, 1999, Irish Independent 
  




        
 




6.3 Media Guidelines 



















































NUJ, Responsible Reporting on Mental Health, Mental Health illness and 













































6.5 Interview Transcripts  
Interview Transcript  
Interviewer:  Anne Marie Whelan, Student 
Interviewee: John O’Mahony, Irish Examiner journalist 
Interview Setting: Interview was conducted via email. The interview was conducted 
at 11a.m. on the 26th of June 2017. 
Affiliation with interviewee: Interviewer has no affiliation with interviewee 
(Start of the interview)  
Interviewer: What is your opinion on the media guidelines on suicide reporting, 
such     as the Samaritan’s and the NUJ, National Union of Journalist’s 
guidelines? 
 Interviewee: The only media guidelines are those suggested by Headline - which acts on behalf 
of the HSE. The Press Ombudsman Office can also impose suggested reported restrictions - i.e. 
passing on a specific request from a family not to be contacted by members of the media or not to 
impose on funeral arrangement etc. Newspapers impose their own guidelines / restrictions. Our aim 
in covering suicides is to highlight the issue, while not adding to the grief of families or loved ones. 
 
Interviewer: Would you say that media guidelines are a form of media 
censorship? 
Interviewee: The guidelines do not restrict the reporting of suicides, but they can direct how a 
suicide is reported. They are designed to ensure all reporting is responsible.  
 Interviewer: Would you say that the in print media e.g. daily in print national 
newspapers have a role to play in reducing the stigma towards people who have 
attempted suicide and towards people whose lives have been affected by suicide?  
Interviewee: The stigma has always been there. But irresponsible journalism can add to the problem 
and pain 
Interviewer: What news values would you use to decide which suicide is news 
worthy or not, e.g.  reference to elite persons, threshold and so forth? 
Interviewee:  In my opinion, every suicide in news worthy, because without reporting and 
recording we will never acknowledge and recognise the extent of the problem. We need to 
get the stats out in the open, start a conversation. Only then can we find solutions 
Interviewer:  What are the news frames used in suicide reporting e.g. 
Human Interest, human impact, threshold and so forth? 
This was a follow up question and the interviewee did not email his answer. 
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Interviewer: In what way has suicide reporting changed since 1999 and has 
media guidelines been part of that change? 
Interviewee:  It's more open. There is not so much stigma. Those affected are more willing to talk. As a 
society, we've begun to accept the scale of the problem, and talk about what needs to be done at a local 
and government level. I believe the media has played a role in that - but we've a long way to go. 
Interviewer: The Irish Independent; Irish Examiner and the Herald did not give 
a lot of coverage on suicide in 2016.  In your opinion why did the Irish 
Independent give a low amount of coverage to suicide in 2016? 
Interviewee: we did not reduce our coverage in any way in 2016. 
Interviewer: Would you agree that by simplifying or sensationalising a 
suicide could cause people who are susceptible to how suicide is reported 
on, to engage in suicidal behaviour?  
Interviewee: The advice from groups like the Samaritans and Headline would 
be that sensationalising suicide reporting or writing about it in simple terms 
(without sensitivity) could cause others to engage in suicidal behaviour. 
As a reporter I can only trust their judgement in the matter because they are 
more expert than me in that arena. 
If you are looking for a one word answer to your question I would say it would 
be 'yes'. 
 
Interviewer: If it was in the publics’ interest to know about the method or 
location of suicide, would you say then that the in print newspapers should be 
allowed to publish the details of the method and/or the location of the suicide? 
Interviewee: The short answer is yes - but it's more complicated than that. In the vast 
majority of cases the specific details of a suicide - the how - do not need to be reported and 
do not take from the veracity and accuracy of a news report. But there can be specific cases 
were the details are important and need to be reported, particularly when reporting from the 
coroner's court, where very specific medical details are given as to the nature of the act and 
the cause of death. But again here, the media can use its discretion and can chose to exclude 
graphic details on the grounds of taste, or if we feel they are not necessary and their exclusion 
does not alter the overall accuracy or balance of a news story. 
Interviewer: If publishing a suicide news story infringed on the privacy of the 
people of the person who has taken their lives e.g. families and friends and it 
was in the public’s interest to know about the suicide, you would publish the 
news story? 





Interviewer:  Anne Marie Whelan 
Interviewee:  Conor Feehan, Irish Independent journalist 
Affiliation with interviewee:  interviewer has no affiliation with interviewee 
Location of interview:  The interview was conducted by phone in the interviewer’s home.  
The interview took place on 24.7.2017 at 7.30pm 
Interviewer: Would you say that media guidelines on suicide reporting 
impinges on the print media’s right to report on suicide i.e. it impinges on 
their right to freedom of speech and expression? 
Interviewee: I am aware of the Samaritan’s booklet which has guidelines on 
suicide reporting and it is something that we would consider when we are 
reporting on the issue of suicide.  Most of it would seem like common sense.  I 
think that consulting with the Samaritans on suicide reporting is a good thing.  
The Samaritans say that the guidelines are there for information purposes, they 
are not demands, they are requests as to how suicide reporting should be done.  
We at the Irish Independent would heed to what they say in the guidelines.  
There are times when the Samaritans would say that we shouldn’t report on a 
particular suicide, but we report on it anyway.  They are guidelines and not the 
bible. 
 
Interviewer: Would you say that media guidelines are a form of media 
censorship? 
Interviewee:  I wouldn’t say media guidelines are a form of media censorship.  I 
would look on the guidelines as guidelines and not demands.  I think that the 
decision to publish lies with us.   
 
Interviewer: The Irish Independent; Irish Examiner and the Herald did 
not give a lot of coverage on suicide in 2016.  In your opinion why did the 
Irish Independent give a low amount of coverage to suicide in 2016? 
Interviewee:  We would not quantify what we have reported on in one year with 
a previous year.  If the coverage of suicide is high in one years it is probably 
because there was high suicide rate in the previous year or the manner or the 
background to the suicide might have more of bearing to newsworthiness of the 
suicide.   Hypothetically speaking, you might have a situation where there is a 
lot of cyberbullying related suicides and this was to the fore in 2016 than in 
2015.  Therefore, we would want to highlight the prevalence of this issue to the 
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society.  If the rate of suicide is high one year, then the coverage of suicide will 
be high the following year or if the newsworthiness of suicide acts has dropped 
off then coverage of suicide would be low.  For example, there was a body 
found in Bushy park, Dublin over the weekend, the circumstances about what 
happened was unclear and we reported on it as a crime on Independent.ie.  It 
later transpires that the person took their own life.  We didn’t proceed to cover 
the story and took it down from our website because it was a personal tragedy       
Interviewer: Would you say that the in print media e.g. daily in print 
national newspapers have a role to play in reducing the stigma towards 
people who have attempted suicide and towards people whose lives have 
been affected by suicide? 
 Interviewee:  I would think so.  I think that we have a responsivity to 
highlight the situation and the direction that people are moving in. If 
something like suicide related cyberbullying was prevalent we would not 
report on it in a sensationalistic way but would try to bring it to the attention 
of society.  The Samaritans might not want us to report on it but if it’s not 
brought to the attention of society than nothing can be done about it.  If we 
didn’t highlight this issue than the education would set up websites which 
have information on how to tackle cyberbullying.      
Interviewer: Would you agree that by simplifying or sensationalising a 
suicide news story could cause people who are susceptible to how suicide 
is reported on, to engage in suicidal behaviour?   
Interviewee:   I don’t think any newspaper actively seeks to sensationalise and 
stigmatise suicide, it could possibly happen accidentally.  Each person’s view 
on the matter might be different.  I suppose if you use phraseology such as he 
topped himself in news story about a celebrity suicide (that is on the front page, 
my words) might lead people to think that you are ridiculing people who are 
susceptible to suicidal behaviour.  We wouldn’t want to label anybody in any 
way.  Our own effort would be to destigmatise the suicide and make people feel 
that it’s okay to openly talk about suicide and take the stigma away from it.  We 
would like to encourage popular figure to talk about mental health issues such 
as suicide in order to stigmatise suicide and not the reverse. 
Interviewer: If it was in the public’s interest to know about the 
method and location of suicide, would you say then that the print 
media should be allowed to publish the details of the method and 
location of suicide? 
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Interviewee:  The method and location of the suicide is something we tend to 
stir clear of.  The location of the suicide is something that we would publish.  
If a situation involved a Dublin or Galway person we might name the suburb 
or townland in which something has happened.  Often times, if it’s a train 
line you would have to give a vague idea of where the suicide has happened 
because it might affect train services.  Therefore, you should give the 
location to let the public know that train services have been disrupted.  You 
wouldn’t specify a particular bridge or a particular section of a railway.  
More often the method of suicide would become public knowledge after the 
inquest e.g. a person died by hanging or an overdose.  You might keep the 
terminology as vague as possible, so that you’re not giving very, very 
specific information e.g. information on whether they use an electrical cord 
or a rope 
Interviewer: There was media guidelines on suicide reporting in 1999.  
Were the journalists at the Irish Independent aware of these guidelines 
during that reporting period? 
Interviewee:  I wasn’t aware of media guidelines until six years ago.   When a 
suicide happens the Samaritans usually send us booklets on guidelines on 
suicide reporting and take the opportunity to refresh our memories on 
responsible suicide reporting.  In 1999, I wouldn’t have been aware of media 
guidelines, you would’ve relied on common sense.  It’s only through trial and 
error that you would exercise your own reporting style. When I started reporting 
in 1999, I would’ve reported that someone had committed suicide and I was 
probably hauled up on it.  They would tell me that you can’t say that someone 
has committed suicide because suicide has been decriminalised.  We would then 
use different suicide phraseology such as they died by their own hand than 
saying they had committed a crime.      
Interviewer: In what way has suicide reporting changed since1999? 
Interviewee:  I think that the guidelines have helped and it doesn’t railroad you 
down a particular path that you can’t do this or that.  The guidelines have 
certainly created a border on the way we can report on suicide.  I think that 
suicide reporting has become more responsible not only through the guidelines 
but through the help from groups such as Samaritans and Headline and also 
because the media and the general public conversation on suicide has become a 
lot more open.  It could be argued that the media has allowed this to happen by 
openly discussing the issue of suicide or you could say that Headline and self-
help groups have led the charge in bringing the conversation into the public 
domain.  People are getting more open with their views in modern society.  
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We’re less closed off, less stigmatised or guilt ridden about our feelings and 
emotions.    
Interviewer: What are the news values used to decide whether a suicide is 
news worthy? 
Interviewee: It depends on the merits of the case.  A famous person who has died 
by suicide is going to be reported on.  Famous people suicides such as the ones 
that involved Kurt Cobain or the more recent suicide of a the boy from the band 
Linkin Park,  Whether they died by their own hand is a secondary issue.  Down 
the line the way they died is something that the public will be curious about.  I 
have covered suicide.  For example, after the economic crash we reported 
extensively on the suicide of Fiachra Daly because we wanted to highlight how 
the banks were being treated more favourable than people like Fiachra.  He lived 
in a disgrace of place, an apartment in Priory Place on the North side of Dublin.  
who took his own life because he was under financial pressures which was 
coupled with mental health problems.   In another suicide that I reported on 
involved Anna Byrne who was heavily pregnant with twins and was seeking help 
from mental health services and help wasn’t given to her.  In the end, she took 
her own life and twins died too.  I remember this being reported on at the time to 
hold up a mirror to the government and the mental health services and hold them 
accountable for what happened. What makes a suicide newsworthy depends on 
(a) whether they are famous people and people want to know about it and (b) is 
one of the possible root causes why they took their own life was something in 
society is happening at a particular time that needs attention and should have got 
attention, then we would report on it, such as suicide related cyberbullying. 
Interviewer: What type of news frames are used in suicide reporting, such as 
Human Interest or Human Impact? 
 Interviewee:  Not so much human interest, more society interest.  We 
wouldn’t be covering suicide to satisfy general human curiosity.  We would use 
the Human Impact news frame to highlight the impact that the suicide has on the 
family, the impact of the event on the person and what could’ve have been done to 
prevent it from happening. 
Interviewer: If publishing a suicide news story infringed on the privacy of the 
people of the person who has taken their lives e.g. families and friends and it 
was in the public’s interest to know about the suicide, you would publish the 
news story? 
 Interviewee:  You would decide on the case’s own merits.  Invariably not, it is 
about why would you and why wouldn’t you.  I would say that you would find a 
way to highlight what’s in the public’s interest in the suicide, without identifying 
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the person or the family involved.  It is the most logical compromise in a situation 
like that 
Interview Transcript  
Interviewer:  Anne Marie Whelan, Student 
Interviewee: Carl O’Brien, Irish Times education editor and former social affairs journalist 
Interview Setting: Interview was conducted on the phone and in the student’s home. 
The interview was conducted at 11a.m. on the 26th of June 2017. 
Affiliation with interviewee: no affiliation with interviewee 
(Start of the interview) 
Interviewer: What is your opinion on the media guidelines on suicide reporting, 
such     as the Samaritan’s and the NUJ, National Union of Journalist’s 
guidelines 
Interviewee: I think that broadly speaking that they are very useful, constructive and 
they do help to raise awareness of the dangers of simplifying coverage of suicide that 
increase the risk of copycat suicide.  The guidelines are very good at raising 
awareness of the dos and don’ts about what is a very sensitive issue.  There’s a lot of 
guidelines out there which is a problem. Having fewer guidelines would be better 
than more.  Some of the guidelines are questionable, for example, one of the 
guidelines talks about not over emphasising community grief, which is difficult to put 
into practice.  I’ve seen communities who have been hard hit by community grief 
over a suicide in that occurred in their area.  However, having said that, the 
Samaritan’s guidelines are really sensible and helpful and are generally aimed at 
having a positive impact on suicide reporting.    
Interviewer: Would you say that media guidelines are a form of media 
censorship? 
Interviewee:  I don’t think that media guidelines are a form of media censorship.  
First of all, they are only guidelines, no one is telling anyone on what not to write.  
They’re really looking at promoting more responsible suicide reporting.  I think that 
there is a mediocre response on telling the in print newspapers on what not to write 
about suicide.  Your reaction is to automatically fight against things telling you what 
to write.  We want to report on things without restriction. We are here to serve the 
public. However, when it comes to suicide, a more positive approach is needed. In 
summary, I don’t think that media guidelines are a form of censorship and are there 
to promote responsible suicide reporting. 
Interviewer: Would you say that the in print media e.g. daily in print national 
newspapers have a role to play in reducing the stigma towards people who have 
attempted suicide and towards people whose lives have been affected by suicide? 
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Interviewee: I think that all types of media e.g. broadcast, in print and social 
media have to be involved in tackling the stigma that is attached to suicide.  See 
Change seems quite effective in tackling suicide stigma. 
Interviewer: If it was in the publics’ interest to know about the method or 
location of suicide, would you say then that the in print newspapers should be 
allowed to publish the details of the method and/or the location of the suicide? 
Interviewee: It is a really tricky one.  If there is a compelling public interest to 
know about the method or location of the suicide, then it is something that 
should be debated on.  I can’t think of any reason why we should know about 
the details of the method used in suicide. As a rule, we should thread carefully 
when it comes to publishing the method of suicide and ask ourselves, do we 
really need to know.  We must be mindful of the risks for publishing the 
method. We should have a checklist of questions before we publish the method, 
such as will publishing the details of the method of suicide help people in 
understanding the story; does it add to the story and does the public have a need 
or right to know. We should have that checklist before we write about suicide. 
 Interviewer: If publishing a suicide news story infringed on the privacy of 
the people of the person who has taken their lives e.g. families and friends 
and it was in the public’s interest to know about the suicide, you would 
publish the news story? 
Interviewee:  You would tread very carefully.  Yu don’t want to whip up the 
public’s fear about something.  And at the same time, you don’t want to ignore 
something.  By ignoring something it can fester and have a greater impact on a 
community.  The key is to tread carefully so as not intrude on the grief of those 
who are affected by the suicide.  You should point out that there are services out 
there to help people who are affected by suicide. For example, if a school was 
involved in a suicide you have to be careful that you do not create a panic about 
what has happened.   We tend to weigh up each case on its merits e.g. who will 
be affected by the way we report on the suicide, is it in the public’s interest to 




Interviewer: How would you determine if a suicide is news worthy or not? 
Interviewee:  That is a good question.  You should consider each case on its 
merits.   Broadly speaking, we tend to not report on suicide for a combination of 
reasons, such as sensitivity, cultural, the sense that it is a personal tragedy and 
you don’t want to intrude on the grief of the individual and the community.  It 
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probably goes back to the days when there was a big stigma around suicide and 
it was considered a crime even though you had killed yourself and not someone 
else. At the end of the day, you need to consider each case on its merits, such as 
is it in the public’s interest to know about the suicide.  I think the days of 
ignoring suicide didn’t help anybody.  We were writing about suicide but 
suicide rates were increasing.   
 Interviewer: What news values would you use to decide which suicide is 
news worthy or not, e.g.  reference to elite persons, threshold and so forth? 
Interviewee: I think that they apply and they use whatever news values they 
have.   News values do feed into the merits of the case.  We consider the impact 
of the story on people; do the people know the person involved such as the 
status of the person, reference to elite persons.  At the end of the day, you need 
to consider each case on its merits, such as is it in the public’s interest to know 
about the suicide.  I think the days of ignoring suicide didn’t help anybody.  We 
were writing about suicide but suicide rates were increasing.   
 Interviewer: What are the news frames used in suicide reporting e.g. 
Human Interest, human impact, threshold and so forth? 
Interviewee:: It depends on the story. Recently, we reported about people who 
have attempted suicide and families who were bereaved by suicide, a feature 
news story report called “Stories of suicide.” In these cases, we used the Human 
Interest approach, then we had a way of connecting the story with the reader, 
who could be someone who has attempted suicide or someone who was facing 
acute work related pressure.  By using the Human Interest frame in these 
stories, the reader could empathise with the people in the story.  In this case, we 
highlighted that suicide is a permanent solution to a problem. If you use the 
Human Interest frame in suicide reporting, it tends to be something that you do 
with the consent of the family. 
Interviewer: In what way has suicide reporting changed since 1999 and has 
media guidelines been part of that change? 
Interviewee: In general, there was a lot of ignorance around suicide in 1999. I 
don’t think that there was a great awareness of media guidelines on suicide 
reporting in 1999 as there is today, where there is a greater awareness around 
suicide reporting, such as not describing the cause of death.   I think that 
happens far less regularly today. There is a greater need to educate and inform 
people about support services that are out there today.  There is greater 
knowledge and greater awareness about suicide than in 1999.   The first time I 
came across media guidelines on suicide reporting was in the 1990s.  It takes 
time for guidelines to be embedded into suicide reporting.  Awareness of 
guidelines is growing and the work of Headline is improving.  We have a new 
generation of journalist coming through and many of them are being thought 
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about media guidelines.  It’ll take a while for guidelines to be embedded. We 
have a long way to go but suicide reporting has changed over time. 
Interviewer: The Irish Independent; Irish Examiner and the Herald did 
not give a lot of coverage on suicide in 2016.  In your opinion why did the 
Irish Independent give a low amount of coverage to suicide in 2016? 
Interviewee:  I don’t know, you would have to ask them.  I wasn’t aware that 
they gave less coverage to suicide in 2016.  And then whether it was a 
conscious decision not to is another question. I wouldn’t be in position to know 
why that was the case.   
Interviewer: Would you agree that by simplifying or sensationalising a 
suicide could cause people who are susceptible to how suicide is reported 
on, to engage in suicidal behaviour?  
Interviewee: You shouldn’t over simplify a complex issue such as suicide, in 
particular do not say that a suicide has triggered another suicide, we don’t know 
that for sure.  Certainly, research points to suicide been a whole combination of 
factors. Ultimately, suicide reporting involves being engaged in an important 
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